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Big Blue

I spent the summer of 1994 with Grandma JuJu and Polly Johnson on the bank of Big Blue
because Mom found Dad’s sex toy collection in a velvet box he hid in the garage. After Mom’s
discovery, she marched into the kitchen where I sat thinking about what might be beneath my
female classmates’ plaid skirts.
Mom tossed what I now know were a black butt plug and a prostate massager onto the
kitchen table. In 1994, I was as familiar with the significance of Mom’s discovery as I was with
female anatomy.
“Did you know about these, Warren?” Mom asked, as if my father would confide in a
twelve year old about his toy collection.
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“Mom, not today,” I said, and I returned to reading my book: Solving Mysteries: The Art
of Deduction and Induction. Nothing made sense in that moment, as was often the case when
Mom’s cluttered mind influenced what I understood about the world. Back then, mysteries could
only be answered through Encyclopedia Britannica, if you had one, primetime news specials, and
persistent questioning of the right sources.

***

SUMMER QUESTIONS/RESOLUTIONS:
(1) Figure out what girls look like down there. Possible options: Fleshy. Or wet like some of
the boys at school say, the ones who flick their tongues across their teeth like lizards,
insert their tongues between the “V” of their fingers.
(2) Lose the man-boobs. Estimated twenty pounds. As Mom says, “High school’s just around
the corner, and no one loves a fatty-fatty-no-friends.”

***

Mom popped the top off of two peach Hooches, her favorite malt beverage, and poured mine into
a Batman glass. She poured hers into a Tupperware tumbler and topped it off with vodka.
Hooch was my Popeye-spinach. The peach tasted like melted Nerds candy, and the drink
fizzed like a cold Faygo. With a sip of Hooch, I was bad – like leather-clad Michael Jackson in a
music video. Hooch transformed me – the son of a mechanic and a stay-at-home drinker, size
eighteen-husky pants, breasts bigger than the girls in class, with silver dollar sized-areolas and
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inverted nipples – into someone who might be more than the kid who wore sweatpants in all
seasons and sat alone on the bleachers at lunch scribbling words in Mad-Libs, reading the
dictionary for a fuller understanding of the parts of speech. A few drinks in, the illegality of it,
the buzz, I felt cool. Hooch and ice and vodka made Mom smaller, though. She confined herself
to our 800-square foot house when she drank. In fact, the weeks she drank the most, she’d look
through the back window toward the clothesline and say, “Some day, when I feel good enough,
I’d like to visit the yard again.”
The more Mom stayed inside, the less I saw Dad. He was either in our garage or at his
auto shop. But even when he was missing, I felt his presence in my full belly. Dad bought all the
groceries and carried them inside. The weight of the bags would tighten the muscles in his
sinewy forearms decorated in green-gray military tattoos, and Mom would position herself in the
unnatural darkness of our only hallway and shout what Dad called her “verbal pyrotechnics.”
You should have been home an hour ago.
You screwing some young thing?
You better have stuck to the grocery list.
We don’t have the money for you to be fiddling around buying car magazines.
Notice me.
When it was over, she’d go to her room. Dad would go to his garage.
On the day of Mom’s discovery, Dad worked at his shop. She placed the toys near the
fruit bowl on the kitchen table and leaned back in her chair. “We’re going to need to drink to
handle what’s happening to our family,” she said. “Your father’s perverted. He’s brought disease
into this house.”
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I cracked the ice tray, dropped a few cubes into my cup of Hooch, carried back two
cubes for Mom, and listened to her ramble. We’d been drinking each day that week, and summer
was just beginning.
“Am I not pretty?” she said.
“Mom, we’re talking about Dad,” I said.
“If I were prettier, he wouldn’t need these,” she said. She pointed, again, to the unnamed
objects from Dad’s secret chest.
We spoke more about Dad than he ever spoke of himself. He was more phrases than
conversation. Do your homework? Best get to bed. We’ll talk about that tomorrow. Don’t worry
about your mom. I knew Dad by the clanging and shuffling I heard coming from the garage
whenever I watched television, alone, at night. I used to believe that I could decipher those
metallic noises like Morse code between father and son. We only had a 1987 F-150, but I
imagined all the clinking and sighing was Dad souping up a convertible or a Mustang. I dreamed
he would invite me to sit passenger, and we’d drive with the top down, the wind and the exhaust
taking place of conversation. In reality, though, I never knew what he did in that garage all those
hours while Mom rested in bed and I soaked in pop culture through our floor model TV. The
door to the garage was always locked, and whenever I asked if I could help, he always said,
“Someday, son.” Like most parental reassurances about the future, someday never came.
The day of the toy discovery, Mom’s hair consumed her face rather than framing it,
greasy strings clinging to her cheeks, her forehead. Her pores were dark, filled with blackheads.
When Mom didn’t sleep she was objectively not pretty.
“Come on, Mom,” I said, followed by a sip of Hooch. I reached across and rubbed her
back like the guys on Cheers did when a buddy needed comfort.
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“Warren, you need to know something,” she said. Big swig followed by a bigger vodka
pour. “The only reason a man would have things like this,” she said then gestured to the objects,
“would be because he is gay.”
She was right: I would have to trust her on that because I didn’t understand how
possessing those objects could possibly make my father gay.
“And there’s a real link between having things like this,” she said, “and getting sick.
Getting AIDS.”
That summer, the United States government ran tests to see if babies could be saved from
contracting AIDS, which made no sense to me at the time because AIDS was a disease one could
only get through sex or from a blood transfusion, and babies didn’t have sex or blood
transfusions. From what I had seen on the nightly news, only men got AIDS – men with puffed
up brown hair combed back, thick mustaches, millions of Tom Sellecks dying with sunken faces.
Men who looked a lot like my father. “Gay cancer” one of the newscasters called it.
Mom went to her bedroom and left me with what she claimed was the source of Dad’s
infection. At twelve, a mother’s hyperbole carries the same weight as science. In fact, she had
been right before. Earlier that same year, over the course of a few weeks, she collected blond
hairs left behind on Dad’s work clothes and told me Dad didn’t know how to make love
anymore, that she didn’t want to get too personal, too intimate, but that was the truth, and I was
her only listener. She asked me if a blond and “big-high-heeled-wearing lady was sweet” on
Dad. When I told her I didn’t know, she said, “If you ever grow up and leave me, Warren, I’ll
kill myself.”
After a few weeks of collecting blond hairs, she amassed a handful and confronted Dad.
The hairs belonged to his mechanic’s shop receptionist. Dad said he and the receptionist used the
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same chair – the only chair with a desk in his auto shop. Mom said, “I knew they were from
some woman you were getting too close to.” She wasn’t wrong. The hairs signified a new
woman was in Dad’s life.
Because she had been right before, those objects and Mom’s reaction made me fear I
would lose my father. I knew he was groceries in the cupboards and occasional rides to school
when I missed the bus. I had seen him eat cereal out of mixing-bowls while he watched the
eleven o’clock news. I knew that his dirty jeans would be left beside the sink, he having shed the
denim like a snake when he showered before bed. At twelve, I knew Dad as a presence but not a
person. He was a set of predictable patterns and behaviors, but he had not revealed himself to me
so that I might have known him. All I had was Mom’s theory.

***

WHAT TO TAKE ON A BUS RIDE TO GRANDMA JUJU’S WHEN DAD HAS AIDS AND MOM
SAYS YOUR PRESENCE IS TOO MUCH OF A DISTRACTION NOW THAT YOUR FATHER IS
GAY AND DYING:

1.

One of everything – boxer shorts, Lethal Weapon T-shirt, pair of socks, swim trunks,
elastic-band shorts.

2.

New Mad-Libs Dad bought at grocery store with money Mom doesn’t want him to
spend + dictionary.

3.

Pencil made by Hershey that smells like chocolate, used for Mad-Libs and because
chocolate-smell.
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4.

The rubber toys in Dad’s box, picked up with yellow-kitchen gloves to protect from
AIDS. Put in plastic bag. Learn what they are.

5.

Put all of this in my bag.

***

Mom gave me walking instructions to the bus stop, handed me a twenty-dollar bill, and cried to
me about how she didn’t have time to plan a funeral for her gay husband. Then she kissed me on
the forehead and said, “Have a nice summer, and look for the glowing hand when you get there.
That’s Mom’s place. Her name’s JuJu.” I walked to the bus stop alone.
My mom’s mother, Grandma JuJu, lived forty miles away in Big Blue, a half-finished
New Deal neighborhood designed by Eleanor Roosevelt during the Great Depression. Federal
funding for the construction ran out in the 1930s. By the 1990s, the residents had long lost hope
that Mrs. Roosevelt’s plan would be completed, so they fashioned their own deal. Where the
cobblestone laid by federal contractors ended, residents poured gravel. Empty lots overtaken by
weeds became gardens and an unincorporated trailer park for travellers, and some stayers, to
park their mobile homes.
The neighborhood was a potpourri of quirk and color. The imperfections of weatherworn
stucco and the chipped edges of porch boards were almost unnoticeable beneath thick layers of
colorful paint that reminded me of the jewels in pirate’s booty. All around me were sapphire
cottages and fuchsia colonials.
From the highway, I saw a large plastic sign in the shape of an open palm on the top of
1427 Big Blue Circle. In the middle of the palm was the word “OPEN.” 1427 Big Blue Circle
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was the color of cantaloupe, and the house’s blue shutters appeared to have been hit by one-toomany windstorms. I looked up at the rooftop palm and knocked. The sign was not lit.
I sniffed at the air. The breeze in Big Blue smelled of smoke and earth – like rainwater
mixed with mud. As I waited for whatever might emerge from a cantaloupe house with a hand on
the roof, I turned around and stared down the street. Unlike Down River where children stayed
indoors in the summer months breathing in the chilled air of window units and watching
Nickelodeon marathons, the children in Big Blue appeared to live in the streets and yards. Some
of the girls smoked cigarettes and tanned in two-piece bathing suits atop large beach towels
while they leafed through copies of Tiger Beat. Shirtless kids ran from yard to yard carrying
modified squirt guns, constructed from pieces of Super Soakers, gallon jugs, and PVC pipes.
All of Big Blue was in some state of undress, and as a twelve-year-old boy, I noticed. At
twelve, I had made a career of learning nouns, adjectives, and verbs for my Mad-Libs, doing so
while bathing beneath the fluorescent lights of the Down River Public Library. If it hadn’t been
for my body, the one I loaded with cherry Pop-Tarts for every meal while Mom cried instead of
cooked, I would have swum. I would have taken my shirt off. Like the children of Big Blue, I too
wanted to populate the daytime, barefoot, bare-chested, and alive.
I knocked, again, and waited. I knew little about Grandma JuJu. Mom had burned every
picture of her in the backyard on the grill, a hobby of hers before she decided to never leave the
house. She called it “Voo-Doo by fire,” and she had many people in her life to Voo-Doo. If she
received a notice that her gas bill was late, she’d take a lighter, a pack of cigarettes, one of her
plastic tumblers full of Hooch, and the bill to the grill. I would watch from inside as Mom
exacted revenge against the bill collectors. “Serves them right,” she’d say upon entering the
house, her cup emptied.
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Whenever I inquired why Mom didn’t have a relationship with Grandma, she always
responded: “The Lord came between us.” We didn’t go to church. The Lord had little to do with
anything at our house.
I knocked a third time at 1427, and then I heard a voice behind me.
“You trying to sell her stuff?”
I turned around and saw a girl with spindly legs who wore wide-leg shorts, which gave
her the appearance of mushroom stems and heads for legs. The girl wore her Detroit Lions Tshirt tucked into her shorts, and around her waist was a faux-leather fanny pack with the word
“FREEDOM” printed just beneath the zipper. Around her neck, she wore a magnifying glass on
a silver chain the same way that a girl going to a dance might wear a pendant. She wore yellow
kitchen gloves that went past her elbows. With one gloved hand she gripped a large pillowcase
filled with what looked like heavy objects.
If average girls are seventy-percent flowers and thirty-percent giggles, that girl was onehundred-percent multi-purpose – a human Swiss Army knife. While I didn’t know what the
gloves were for, or why she carried a pillowcase, or why she wore a magnifying glass for
jewelry, I could tell that everything about that girl was intentional, that she took a close look at
the world and knew how to navigate all of it.
“I’m not trying to sell anything,” I said.
“Then why you got that bag? What’s in it?” she asked. “If you’re trying to sell stuff I’ll
kill you.”
If she had so little embarrassment that she was willing to wear kitchen gloves while other
kids were in their bathing suits, it seemed likely she might have been a bit off. And who knew
what type of weaponry she might have concealed in that fanny pack.
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“I don’t want any trouble,” I said. “I’ve got enough of that on my own.”
“So you came here to start shit,” she said.
I was prepared to tell her I was only looking for my grandmother, but she interrupted me.
“I’m JuJu Pilgrim’s salesperson, and the name’s Polly Johnson. Got it?”
“Got it,” I said. “Do you know if JuJu Pilgrim lives here?”
“Jesus,” she said, “Didn’t I just tell you that I’m JuJu Pilgrim’s salesperson? Do you
think that I would mention her name if you weren’t at her house? Have some damn sense.”
Polly walked toward me, and I tried to focus on her hands to make sure she didn’t reach
for anything sharp or dangerous. Then I noticed that her knees bent in towards one other, both
meeting with each step she took. The thick corduroy fabric of her cut-off shorts rubbed and made
the same sound as a field of grasshoppers in flight. Each step she took, she landed on her toes.
“It’s just palsy,” she said.
“I know,” I said. I didn’t know. I just filled the air with sound. I was scared.
“What do you mean, ‘I know?’” she said.
“I just meant I noticed,” I said.
“Yeah, well it’s not nice to notice and stare at people,” she said. “I could have said, ‘now
there’s a fine set of titties on that boy,’ when I saw your knockers jiggling as you pounded on
JuJu’s door. You know why I didn’t? Because I’m not a prick.”
I covered my chest. I felt shame and a tingling sense of satisfaction in being noticed. I
now know that the feeling was arousal. Crasser men might call it horniness. At the time, it
reminded me of the feeling I got when I bit into a piece of beef jerky, the saltiness causing my
mouth to salivate, the taste making me want even more.
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“Oh get over it, Big Boy,” she said. “How’re you going to make it in Big Blue if you
can’t handle a titty joke from a cripple?”
She turned back to Grandma JuJu’s door, opened it, and yelled, “Hey JuJu, some boy’s
here to see you.”
Polly was gone before Grandma got to the door.

***

Hypothetical Mad-Lib: Polly Johnson was the largest walrus at the weirdo zoo. All of the zoo’s
visitors vomited on Polly because the walrus smelled like cow.

***

When Grandma first greeted me at the door, she said, “I don’t read the palms of children. It’s
best to live a little before you find out you’re dying.” Then she shut the door. Grandma was all
beehive and fringe, and she smelled like a dangerous combination of hairspray and cigarette
smoke.
I pushed the door back open and explained I was Mom’s son and that “Mom is in the
midst of another crisis. I need to stay here for the summer.” I didn’t mention my father might
have AIDS because he was gay and that I had the toys Mom claimed proved his infection in my
duffle bag. I didn’t mention I was fascinated to meet her after twelve years on earth, the Lord
having separated us.
“I knew you were coming,” Grandma said.
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“Because you’re psychic?” I said.
“No,” Grandma said, “because your mom called me.”
It was all so overwhelming. I wanted to grab my Hershey pencil to fill out a Mad-Lib. I
liked to write whenever I was upset or needed to figure things out. Whenever Mom said too
much, she’d tell me that I looked nervous. While she spoke, she’d gesture toward the paperdrawer where my Mad-Libs were, among the litter of broken crayons, half-used construction
paper, and old coloring books.
“Write yourself a funny,” she’d say. “It’ll make you feel better.”
During my first day in Big Blue, I noticed that Grandma was different from Mom.
Grandma’s voice was lighter. Given her ability to see the future, I expected her voice to be
harsher, deeper, reflecting the sadness of what she knew was coming.
“I know what you’re thinking,” Grandma said as she led me through her home.
We passed through beaded curtains, and she sat down at an outdoor, bistro table in her
living room. Behind her, mounted to the wall, was a lighted sign: “Madam JuJu – Psychic.”
“You’re thinking about why we’ve never met,” she said.
“Actually, I was thinking about Mad-Libs,” I said.

***

RULES/ADVICE FOR LIVING WITH GRANDMA JUJU:
1. She sleeps with her eyes open. So don’t make assumptions.
2. Take out the garbage each Wednesday night and strap it down. Because “damn varmints.”
3. When the Madam JuJu sign is lit, Grandma’s making money.
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4. See number three: That’s how bills are paid.
5. If you find yourself contemplating using a sock or a towel for a purpose for which it was not
designed, use a Kleenex.

***

That first night in Grandma’s, I had no idea that Big Blue was named after a man-made sludge
pond which, according to Mrs. Roosevelt’s original blueprints for the community, was to be the
neighborhood focal point. The idea: young families and lovers would sit with picnic lunches and
parasols on Sunday afternoons, staring at the body of water before them. The original artist’s
renderings showed two boys in 1930s Y-Back swimsuits splashing in the pond while girls on the
sandy edges giggled and tugged down on their swim-skirts. But the 1994 reality of Big Blue was
a polluted and garbage-filled body of water that would’ve been more appropriate in a moat
surrounding a castle. Polly, who served as my guide to Big Blue, cured my ignorance on the
history of the incomplete neighborhood and its namesake in the days that followed.
My first morning, and every morning after, I awoke to Polly yelling, “Hey JuJu,”
followed by the commotion of Polly’s change-filled fanny pack and the dragging of her sack of
treasures she brought to sell.
“Oh, good stuff, Polly,” Grandma said my first morning as a resident of Big Blue. When
Grandma came up from bobbing-for-trash, she held a piece of costume jewelry. “Only one
missing stone.”
“It’s QVC. The good stuff,” Polly said. “I’ll keep my eye out for shiny things to glue in
the missing stone’s place.”
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“And look here. How darling,” Grandma said as she admired a tiny porcelain statue of a
cat licking an ice cream cone dropped from the hands of a bare-butt little boy. “Who would
throw something like this out?”
When Grandma finished rooting through the bag, she handed Polly two dollars.
“Pleasure,” Polly said, and she wadded the bills into balls and placed them in her fanny
pack.
Grandma put the necklace near the hot glue gun on her kitchen counter, walked to the
bistro table, and placed her kitten statue next to her crystal ball. She clapped twice, and I heard
an electric buzz from atop the roof. Polly was already on the front porch organizing the contents
of her peddler’s bag by the time I realized that Grandma was open for business. I walked out to
the porch. The yellow palm lit bright.
“Close the door,” Polly said. “JuJu doesn’t work her tail off reading people’s misfortunes
to air-condition the outdoors.” Polly never looked up from her bag.
“What’re you doing,” I said.
“Taking inventory.”
She found all of her goods in the garbage at night while most were asleep. Everything
about Big Blue, from the glowing hand at the apex of Grandma’s roof to the mystery of a young
woman who carried around treasures she’d found in the garbage, called for me to forget my
troubles from Down River. My life was always noise or the absence of noise – Mom’s many
fears or Dad’s silence. Big Blue, though, was a song – Polly traipsing with a sack of goods, metal
gates swinging from the hearty push of running kids, children screaming from a water gun
soaking, tires kissing the pavement of the highway nearby. Layered atop one another, these
sounds made brilliant music that I haven’t heard since that summer.
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“Can I go with you?” I asked Polly.
“Go where?” she said.
“Wherever you’re going,” I said. Embarrassed, I gave Polly an out. “If not today, there’s
always tomorrow.”
“Don’t get in my way,” she said.

***

HOW TO MAKE $10 DOLLARS CASH IN ONE DAY:
Know your customers. Mrs. Ranieri is a fan of art with clowns. She also likes Christmas
buttons with the Virgin Mary. Two dollars easily. Jackie-with-the-short-hair likes mugs from
states she’s never visited, and Jackie-with-the-long-hair likes bracelets that look African, or
any earring set that can be cleaned with rubbing alcohol. Four dollars. And the two from
JuJu. Target someone else, so long as it’s not Pistol Pete whose garbage isn’t worth a hoot
since he burns a fire all year long like a damn crazy person. Most likely throws his ashes in
the garbage! Ruining anything good. Plus Pistol Pete’s not good for kids to be around.

***

At the end of my first business day with Polly, we were both dirty from reaching in and out of
the sack we hauled around the gravel and cobblestone roads of Big Blue. We sat in the shadow
of a pop machine. The ginger ales we paid a quarter for and drank as an end-of-day treat washed
clean a tiny area around our lips.
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Polly attempted to stand to walk home, but her legs were too tired and too crooked to
cooperate. She had two rules for tagging along: “stay out of my way” and “don’t you dare think
you can help me out better than I can help myself.”
I finished the last sips of sun-warmed pop while staring at the ground, so it didn’t look
like I was gawking. I held my head at just the right angle, so I could watch Polly use the pop
machine for stability as she rose. Rising from the ground on permanently bent legs must have
hurt, but Polly looked comfortable and contented. She sighed and smiled. The tips of her front
teeth peeked out just beneath her upper lip.
I started to walk on when Polly said, “Hold your damn horses.”
She reached into her pocket. “Dammit to hell,” she said, pulling out her Dr. Pepper
flavored chapstick that had leaked out of its tube, hot and melted.
“I’m sure we can get you more makeup,” I said.
“I don’t wear makeup,” she said. “It’s a Dr. Pepper Lip Smacker and nothing more. Got
it?”
She didn’t care if I answered. “Got it?” wasn’t a Polly question. It was a Polly declarative
statement.
We didn’t speak for a while as I had clearly failed at boy-flirts-with-girl-and-talks-aboutmakeup. So we walked in silence, two feet apart. Polly carried her empty pillowcase in the pit of
her arm and walked towards the house she lived in with her father, a house I had not yet seen.
Polly was the first to break the silence.
“Why’d you come here?” she said. “JuJu doesn’t have family.”
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I did not explain Mom told me “the Lord had come between” the two because like most
things Mom said, it wasn’t clear what she meant. I did not explain that Grandma’s only daughter
burned pictures of her mother in the backyard barbecue.
“Just a bunch of bad stuff,” I said.
I hadn’t thought of AIDS all day until then.
“I’m not sure how coming to a half-finished neighborhood named after an environmental
waste pond is gonna help you escape whatever you came from. In fact, you’ll probably end up
leaving with some pond-scum-airborne-illness that’ll give you cancer. Lucky you.”
The rocks that I kicked as we walked hit the rocks that Polly kicked. I wanted my rocks
to intersect Polly’s rocks for as long as possible. I wanted stones to eventually become fingers,
and hands, and maybe even lips. But having a dad with AIDS, I worried, might stop all of that
from happening. I had seen on the news how people treated Ryan White, the boy who got AIDS
from a blood transfusion. Elton John sang about him; Michael Jackson befriended him. But the
people in Ryan’s community went to his school and chased his family into submission. His
mother homeschooled him because everyone was afraid their children would get AIDS. I didn’t
want to be banished from Polly’s world.
“You don’t have to say anything if you don’t want,” she said.
I felt like neon hearts scribbled in a notebook.

***

LOVE MUSINGS
by Warren Craft
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Long walks with the girl
With the bowl cut and the
Rabbit teeth that look ready for
Lettuce and carrots.
Could she kiss me?
I once had a rabbit that
Bit me when I fed him.
I hope it doesn’t end the same.
To love the lady or avoid the lady?
That is the question.
Just like William Shakespeare.

***

I followed Polly everywhere that first week in Big Blue. She called me a lackey and ordered me
to take Windex and a rag to any of the items she’d collected that should have been shiny. “I can’t
go off selling dingy materials. I’ll get a reputation.” I wasn’t convinced that she actually wanted
to spend time with me. And my ego couldn’t handle any more rejection. Mom had already told
me I was too much to handle with all her worries about Dad. No one called to check in on me.
So instead of continually asking Polly if I could tag along, I chose the next best thing –
stalking. Sometimes I followed Polly without her consent, hiding behind trees and shrubbery. I
might not have been good with flirting, but I knew that following a girl around a neighborhood
wasn’t socially acceptable behavior. I couldn’t help myself. If God ever divined someone for me,
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a grand design of fate, I believed Polly was that human. I wanted to know her in ways that until
that summer I didn’t even understand humans could know one another.
One day, after Polly’s normal routine of morning sales followed by an hour or so spent
reading Hardy Boys novels on a beach blanket she carried over her shoulder, she spotted me. In
that moment, Polly was a jungle cat, and I was her frozen gazelle, my head peeking out from
behind the hearty base of a sugar maple – eyes stunned, unable to move. Death approached.
“Don’t you even think of moving, you creep,” Polly said.
She walked toward me, and I took in the vision: Her camouflage shorts, which like all her
shorts seemed to have once been pants made for a human much bigger than Polly, swayed with
her shifting steps. The gold lettering on her Metallica shirt glittered in the summer sun.
I was afraid. I was thrilled. And I stayed there, unable to move, waiting for the predator
to consume me.
“First off, you’re one hell of a stalker,” she said. “I got customers all over this
neighborhood who’ve been letting me know that I’ve been creeped on.”
I struggled to say something, anything. Polly got closer, and I felt a strange pull – kiss her
or run?
“And the next thing,” she said, “you could have just asked to hang out with me instead of
lurking like some weirdo.”
Then she smacked me on the side of the head with her Hardy Boys book. Polly
continued: “Before you showed up, I didn’t have a stalker. But the moment that some kid from
Down River gets off a bus and shows up at a woman’s house saying he’s here to live with his
grandma – a woman who claimed to have no family –the next thing I know, I’m one step away
from being featured on an episode of Unsolved Mysteries.”
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“I’m not going to hurt you,” I said. “I’d never hurt you.”
“Of course you’re not,” Polly said, “because if one of us is gonna be hurt by the other –
I’ll be the one to do the hurting.”
I smiled.
“This isn’t funny,” Polly said. “Listen here. I’ll let you be the creep you are if tell me
why you’re here in the first place.”
“I want to tell you,” I said. “I just can’t.”
“People who want to do things just do them, Warren,” Polly said.
I told her it was personal and difficult.
“Some of us,” she said, “can’t hide personal stuff.”
The whole matter was complicated. To talk about “why” was to talk about AIDS, which
based on everything I knew in 1994 was the same as talking about sex, which is something that
no twelve-year-old ever wants to discuss in relation to his father, especially with the girl he’d
like to intersect rocks with. But summer had just begun, and I didn’t want to lose the girl.
So I told Polly all about Mom and Dad and how Mom said Dad probably had AIDS and
that meant Dad was going to probably die without ever really showing himself to me because he
was always locked away in the garage and how my whole life was going to be Hooch with Mom
and consoling a woman who couldn’t be present because she was too lost in herself.
“What the hell does that have to do with you being here for the summer?” Polly said.
Then she invited me to sit on her beach towel.

***
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Hypothetical Mad-Lib
There once was a super creep who was devoted to the most fascinating Mad Scientist in the
ACME Lab. The super creep loved the Mad Scientist’s ability to conduct complex love
experiments because he was a stalker who was sorry for not just asking to hang out.

***

I stayed in my room for the next week each time I heard the rumbling sounds of Polly and her
treasure-filled bag. I’d get up whenever the Madam Light was off to get snacks, but I seemed to
be coming down with whatever Mom had – that feeling that weds the body to the home. I also
feared that my flabby body or the crookedness of my teeth would render me unlovable, not good
enough for Polly.
“Warren?” Polly would say each morning from Grandma’s foyer. I wouldn’t answer. I
couldn’t handle seeing Polly’s face cringe as I leaned in for a kiss or sounded dumb when I
spoke. It was safer to navigate small spaces alone than to open myself up to the worldly
possibilities of Polly and all the mysteries we might solve together – no matter how badly I
wanted answers.
During that week, I went through the contents of my bag. I’d brought the rubber gloves
from our kitchen back home, and I closely examined the objects. Back then, I thought thick,
rubber, black, torpedo; plastic, futuristic firearm. By the end of the summer, that would change.
One day that week, Polly delivered a photocopied page from an encyclopedia: “AIDS,
see also GRID” and slipped it under my door while I avoided her. There was no mention of these
objects, only long passages on “mucus membranes” and “seminal fluids.”
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On my longest days in bed that week, I missed the attention Mom paid me while she
complained: “You know your dad could come home earlier in the day if he wanted. What’s the
point in being an owner of a garage if you’re never going to come home to take care of your
family?” From what I have been able to gather, Dad never came home early because he was
doing all the things that Mom couldn’t. He’d paid the water bill in person to save on stamps, and
he shopped in the local Savings-n-More department store to see if they carried pants wide and
short enough for me.
The phone rang all week at Grandma’s house, but it was never for me. I stopped asking if
Mom called to check on me. Somehow silence felt better than hearing, “No. She’s sick, Honey.
Don’t blame her.”
Life in Grandma’s spare room wasn’t all bad. I’d waited all school year for a private
place to masturbate, and in her house, I didn’t have to worry about Mom coming into my room
without a knock. To pass the time, I tugged myself until I felt that joyful ache. Sometimes I
created imaginary vaginas in my mind – they were wispy like cotton candy and firm like
tomatoes. They were abstract at best. In the fury of my feelings, an image of Polly would enter
my mind. She’d say something like, “What are you looking at, titty-boy?” And I’d come. Each
time I finished, I went to the kitchen for some cheese balls or Cow-Tails Grandma kept in a bowl
by the fruit.
In one week, I masturbated twenty times. My orgasms seemed to erase my worries that I
was untouchable and unlovable. In my mind, I could look as lean and fit as those Big Blue boys
I’d seen on my first day in town. In my mind, Polly noticed me, not just as tag along Warren, but
as a boy whose name she would say in a breathy voice. Imaginary Polly, though, was no
replacement for the real thing.
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I wanted to see her and show her what was in my bag, so we could figure out if Dad was
sick or not. After a week, I left the room for good, and I did my best to balance the fears of Dad’s
health and the thrills I felt about being close to my Big Blue girl. That morning, there was no
electric hum, so I walked toward Grandma’s kitchen.
“Leave that door open,” Grandma said. “You’ve been marinating for a week in there. I’m
sure your room could use a breather.”
She handed me a packed lunch.
“Now you split that sack lunch,” she said. “Half’s for Polly. Half’s for you.”
“How’d you know I’d be coming out today?” I asked.
“I didn’t pay to have that glowing palm put on the roof of this house because I liked play
acting.”
She handed me a bar of deodorant and a bright blue bottle of Aqua Velva.
“Put all that on before you leave the house,” she said. “That’s for you, me, and Polly.”

***

POST-MASTURBATION SACK LUNCH WITH POLLY:
1. Bring deodorant because summer.
2. Bring Aqua Velva because sexy.
3.

Bring the AIDS things & gloves because questions.

***
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As I ran for the door Grandma shouted that she bought fishing poles and left them on the porch.
“Maybe you’ll catch something radioactive,” she said. I was all “thank-yous” and “did you get
any minnows, night-crawlers,” when one sturdy knock hit the door followed by the entrance of a
man whose presence seemed to thrill Grandma.
“Hey Blue Jean Baby,” Grandma said. She purred like a well-loved cat that knew just
how to get the attention it desired. My lips pursed like I’d just sucked on a lemonhead.
The man who walked in for a reading was dusty colored, like summer sand. His hair was
only a shade darker than his skin. It must have been eighty degrees out that day, but he wore
tight denim from head to toe.
Grandma clapped twice. “Come have a seat, Pete.”
I heard the hum of the palm.
Pete was a tall man with long legs, and I was a short boy with little ones. I was eye-level
with his crotch. I put all the pieces together. This was Pistol Pete, the man Polly referred to when
we went out peddling. His Wranglers were so tight that the curvature of his namesake, pressed
against denim, was on full display.
Pete said, “Howdy.” And I froze. His fingers and hands were stained pink and orange. He
looked like a human art project, a Greek god with hands dipped in Easter egg dye. I didn’t desire
him in the way I desired Polly. Instead, I coveted him, wanted to be like him, tall and lean – a
mystery man wrapped in denim.
Pete was the first man I ever laid eyes on who lived fully inside of his clothes, his strut,
and his posture. He was a summer-tanned peacock of a human on full display for the world to
see. In that moment, I wanted to shed all of my chubbiness, my insecurity. I wanted to be
whatever and whoever Pistol Pete was.
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“Howdy,” I said back. I stared. Unable to move when I heard Polly shout: “Fishing poles
are waiting out here on the porch, exactly where JuJu said they’d be! I’m also out here waiting,
exactly where I was supposed to be.”
But I continued to watch Pistol Pete, who noticed. “You looking at my —”
“Hands, just staring at your hands,” I said.
“Oh, they’re just stained with —”
Before he had a chance to answer, Polly grabbed my shirt, pulled me through the open
door, and said, “JuJu said I had to have lunch with you. Hopefully there’ll be enough for me.”
“You interrupted something important, Polly,” I said.
“Oh isn’t that an interesting complaint, coming from you,” she said. Her bag of wares
was more than half full, so her mood was more than half empty. I couldn’t have been happier to
see her. Polly had a way of treating me with a disdain that let me know she was always paying
attention. She only made fun of my body because she noticed it.
“Well,” I said, “JuJu’s not your mother so you’ve got no reason to listen to what she
says.”
“She’s my best customer,” Polly said. “I haven’t really got a choice.”
This wasn’t true. One night during the week I spent masturbating and hiding, Grandma
roused me from my rest (or ecstasy) by mentioning the phrase “sherbet party.” Grandma said we
needed “to cut the summer heat,” so we headed to Tiny Tony’s Market on the corner of the
highway and Big Blue Circle. Without warning, Grandma stopped her boat-shaped Plymouth in
the middle of the road and pointed to a beige house with tan shutters and asked me to guess who
lived there. I told her I didn’t have a clue, and she said, “You clearly don’t have the Gift. That’s
Polly’s place.” In any other neighborhood, Polly’s house would have fit right in, but in Big Blue,
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where the neighbors painted their houses in jewel tones and filled their yards with pieces of
original art and a menagerie of plastic animals, Polly’s house looked normal.
“Surprised, aren’t you,” Grandma said. “You were expecting something a little less tame.
You were looking for a house that you thought might make a Polly. The way a house looks has
nothing to do with who or what comes out of it. Polly’s the way she is because that’s how she
likes to be.”
Polly was nothing but choice, and that’s what thrilled me most about her.
As we walked toward the water, I noticed Polly’s hands were glove-free.
“Where are your gloves?” I said.
“I’m doing well; thanks for asking,” Polly said.
My cheeks burned.
“Well, how are you, and where are your gloves?” I said. “Is that better?”
“First,” she said. “I’d be better if I’d had the morning to go door to door to sell some of
this.” She jangled her bag. “But I didn’t get that chance because I was asked to accompany you
for a fishing trip and a lunch.”
I smiled and stared at her. She wore a Bob Seger and the Silver Bullet Band T-shirt
tucked into cutoff camouflage shorts. The entire outfit was dressed up with a turquoise belt
buckle. Her hair was shorter, her bangs cut in uneven lines.
“I like your haircut,” I said.
“You noticed?” Polly said, and walked ahead, hiding her face from me.
“I always notice things,” I said.
A twelve-year-old me thought this feeling was love. An older me thinks he might have
been right.
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I wished I had dressed up, too, worn something other than elastic shorts with the thin legs
that cut into my thick thighs, something other than that spaghetti sauce stained T-shirt from the
Disney vacation someone else had taken and Mom found at the thrift store.
“I shouldn’t even be spending time with you,” Polly said, “after you all but abandoned
me for the last week doing God only knows what in that bedroom of yours, but JuJu said I’d get
a free lunch, a cold pop, and a fishing pole if I participated. That and she paid me five dollars for
a piece of fool’s gold I found down by Big Blue. So here I am.”
Once Polly got her complaints out, she didn’t have much to add. I kept quiet because I
didn’t want to ruin my incidental first date. The fishing poles Grandma bought us clanged against
one another in my bag, scraping, friction. We walked by flower gardens where plastic animals –
an occasional pink flamingo, but also plastic chickens, lambs, and turtles – rose from the dirt just
as naturally as the day lilies and the dusty miller.
“Well,” Polly said, “if you don’t have anything to say, I guess I’ll talk to make this less
awkward. My dad warned me men always expect women to do the heavy lifting.”
I responded with a “yeah” before I realized what she said. Polly didn’t seem to notice,
since she barreled on. She told me how much money she earned, said she was saving up for an
Aerosmith concert in Detroit at the Joe Louis Arena that coming fall.
“That’s not far from where I live,” I said. A flurry of thoughts entered my mind: I could
save up my money, too. We could go together. If Dad wasn’t dead by then, he could drive us.
Maybe get pizza or go to a Coney Island before.
“I’m not sure,” Polly said, “how where you live has anything to do with me going to an
Aerosmith concert. No offense.”
In that moment I had a chance to tell Polly that we could go together.
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“Really doesn’t have much to do with anything, I suppose,” I said.
Polly changed the subject to how much she learned about Big Blue’s residents by rifling
through their throw-outs. She explained she started classes at the local Methodist church,
learning how to tie-dye, thinking she might like to diversify her business, when she overheard
Mary McVarner speaking with the church’s pastor.
“Mary tells everyone within earshot her husband’s a ‘no-count.’ I overheard her
complaining to Pastor Mark about how she can’t make ends meet because her husband won’t get
a job. She says he drives south for the casinos when he should be working.”
Polly explained that the next garbage night she walked by the McVarners’ house, and it
“looked like a jackpot because they had a box beside the garbage can. Normally people fill those
things with pretties or knickknacks, stuff I can really polish up and sell. Other than a microwave
omelet maker, that box was full of papers, including a bunch of paystubs, one from last week
with her husband’s name printed at the top.”
“Do you think they’ve got a son with the same name?” I said, proud that I solved the
mystery before Polly even finished the setup.
“Clearly you won’t be taking over JuJu’s business,” she said.
The McVarners had no children. According to Polly, everyone in Big Blue knew that.
“Don’t worry, though,” she said.
I wasn’t, so I wasn’t quite sure what she meant.
“I took care of it,” she said. She took the paystubs to the church and asked the secretary
to make a copy. She dropped them off in Pastor Mark’s office in a manila envelope with
“EVIDENCE OF DECEPTION” written on its face. She couldn’t stand to see someone defamed.
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“There’s a lot of truth in trash,” Polly said. “I learn just as much about a person by the
good stuff I sell as the stuff that seems worthless.”
By the end of her story, we reached the banks of the neighborhood namesake. Big Blue
was Jolly Rancher green and root-beer brown depending where you stood to cast your line.
“It’s so beautiful; it’s hard to believe it’s full of human waste and chemicals,” she said.
We cast our lines and leaned our fishing poles against rocks. Within minutes, we decided
fishing was boring and stepped away from the water. I walked for the shade of the hemlocks
because I wanted to preserve as much of my deodorant and Aqua Velva as possible, and Polly
followed. We took slow sips of the cold strawberry pops. I couldn’t stop thinking about how her
soda-coated lips probably tasted like berries.
Our bobbers never dipped beneath the surface, but they did collect the sludge that
skimmed the top of the pond that afternoon. We talked about everything from Polly’s dream of
being a roadie for a rock band to my fascination with Grandma’s clap-on/clap-off system for her
Madam Light. At the mention of Grandma, Polly shook her head and the front teeth that usually
peeked beneath her lips whenever she was happy disappeared behind her lips. She scowled.
“I can’t believe JuJu lets Pistol Pete into her house,” she said.
“He’s a paying customer,” I said. “What’s she supposed to do?”
I didn’t mention that I wanted to wear skin-tight denim from head to toe and walk around
the world with the posture of a king – of Pistol Pete. Or that I wanted to know more about him –
about what he did for a living. But I also didn’t want to be someone Polly disliked.
“Not all customers are the same,” she said. “That man is a pervert.”
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Her mention of the word “pervert” served as the clapping that turned on my brain.
Deductive reasoning. Mom’s words: “Your father’s perverted. He’s brought disease into this
house.” My mind lit – the neon tubing crackling and then glowing orange and pink and green.
For the first time that summer, I was fully honest with Polly. I showed her the objects that
brought about my stay at Grandma’s, smacking her hand away with my rubber glove covered
fingers whenever she tried to touch them
“Of all days to not wear your gloves!” I said.
“How was I to know you had AIDS-infected thingies in your backpack?” she said.
I told her about Hooch and Voo-Doo by barbecue. I told her how Mom thought eating
two-day-old leftovers would give you food poisoning, and how Mom told me that if I didn’t
laugh at her jokes I was “just as dead” to her as all the others. I told her Mom didn’t cook
because “you can’t trust that the fire in the oven won’t burn the whole house down” but that I
knew how to make Pop-Tarts so I never went hungry which was why I was overweight. I said
Mom wanted me to be thinner so I would have more friends. I explained that whenever I asked
why Mom was Mom, Dad said because “life isn’t fair.” And I told her how before I got to Big
Blue I couldn’t quit thinking about Pedro Zamora – that gay man with AIDS on MTV who was
broadcast into my home each Thursday. I told her I needed to know if the objects Mom found
made Dad gay because Mom seemed to think so.
“Your mom sounds like a real peach,” she said.
I ignored her and continued. “Gay people get AIDS, Polly.”
“I know,” she said. “I’ve been watching that guy die on TV, too.”
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I asked what made Pistol Pete a pervert, and Polly’s answer was vague. It had something
to do with his tight pants and the fact that Polly’s dad always saw “barely-dressed girls” going in
and out of his trailer. I wanted to be like him even more.
Eventually, we got back to the subject at hand: Dad’s toys. “You go hunting things,” I
said. “Mom just threw these on the table. You ever see anything like these?”
She hadn’t. I told Polly Mom said Dad was a pervert for having them. Polly nodded. She
seemed to get it. “So if gay people get AIDS, and these things make Dad a pervert, then another
pervert will probably know if these things made my dad gay and possibly gave him AIDS.”
Deductive reasoning.
“Tonight’s trash night,” Polly said.

***

Winner-Winner-Chicken Dinner Scenario:
1. Discover if Pistol Pete is really a pervert.
2. If Pistol Pete’s a pervert, he can answer what these objects are.
3. Polly gets to collect some garbage no matter what.

***

With the Madam Light turned off, Grandma slept on the couch, her eyes more open in slumber
than when she was actually awake. I watched the digital minutes on my nightglow watch
countdown to my one a.m. meeting with Polly. Our plan: root through Pistol Pete’s garbage for
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objects like those Mom found. If we discovered anything similar, knock on his door. Ask for
help. Polly hated that part of the plan, but I needed the truth.
I packed a backpack with nighttime provisions. Flash light. Twinkies. Two pops. Gloves.
The objects. Polly met me at Grandma’s on time. She wore a Davey Crocket coonskin cap.
Together, we walked toward Pistol Pete’s trailer.
“You’ve gotta walk like a raccoon,” Polly said. “Soft and sneaky.”
It was hard to take her seriously given the way that each of her footsteps fell upon the
ground as exclamation points instead of quiet periods.
As we made our way through the neighborhood, we passed the silhouettes of nocturnal
humans cast against curtained windows. Box-fans in almost every window made it sound as if
Polly and I walked headfirst into steady waves. Each house we passed meant another garbage
can. Polly paused and stared at each trash bin, making the walk to Pistol Pete’s seem even
longer. Because it was far too late for a twelve-year-old boy and a twelve-year-old girl to venture
together into the night, we could not risk Polly’s clattering as she dug for wares.
“You know how much this is killing me?” Polly said. “I’ve passed up about six dollars
so far. Six dollars.”
The cobblestone eventually ended and gave way to gravel. In the daytime, the lots that
Mrs. Roosevelt never completed were filled with brightly colored wildflowers. In the night,
though, the lots looked derelict and overgrown. A mosquito zapper hanging outside a trailer in
the distance crackled as moths and other nighttime pests sought the light only to burn to death. I
sniffed the wind – Big Blue’s ripeness masked by the wood smoke that rose in a thin plume from
behind the trailers in the distance.
“Seedy,” she said. “Just seedy.”
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“What are you talking about?” I said.
“You telling me that burning a fire in the heat of June is normal? Just seedy,” she said.
We lacked the self-awareness to understand that we were nighttime stalkers. We were the
seediest things in Big Blue.
Pistol Pete’s silver Airstream stood at the end of a gravel driveway, parallel with the thin
patch of forest that separated Big Blue from the highway. His wasn’t the only trailer. Polly said
that a bunch of “self-proclaimed artists,” a phrase she learned from her father, moved onto the
lots. By moon glow, I counted at least eight.
“You sure this is the right one?” I asked when I noticed Polly stop and stare.
“Trust me,” she said. “I do this for a living. Follow the smoke.”
Polly scanned the trailer and gave me a report: “Two lights on. The flashing is most
likely a TV – floor model. No vehicles in the vicinity so the likelihood of guests – less than
twenty percent. But I can’t guarantee it.”
I asked where the garbage was, but Polly wasn’t familiar with Pistol Pete’s throwaways.
“There’s three things that’ll ruin a good batch of treasure trash,” she said. “Melted wax,
oil of any type, and ashes – cigarette or fire pit. Doesn’t matter.”
I watched Polly scan the yard. I did the same. We walked closer as we searched.
“Dammit all to hell; it’s a metal can,” she said.
The clanging of kid on lid and lid on can would blow our cover, Polly explained. I
unzipped my backpack to collect the flashlight, but it caught the handle of the grocery bag
containing Dad’s objects. The toys fell to the ground and bounced. The torpedo-shaped object
bounced the farthest, hitting the metal garbage can like a mallet to a gong. I fumbled through the
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backpack for my rubber gloves and felt around in the dark for the objects. I heard steps heavier
than Polly coming from inside the trailer.
“Sweet, fly-catching molasses, he’s coming!” Polly said. She turned to run, but she
tripped and tumbled to the ground.
I went to help her, having collected only the torpedo-shaped object, when Pistol Pete
opened the door and said, “Who’s out there?”
The light from the trailer stole part of the night, illuminating Polly and me on the ground.
“What in the hell are you doing in my trash?” Pistol Pete asked.
All around me was sex. I had Polly in my arms, and before me was a trailer park god.
Pistol Pete was shirtless. He had one tattoo on his right pectoral: “FREE LOVE” written in Old
English lettering. The night air caused his tiny nipples to go erect. My hormones seemed to
pulse, glowing inside me brighter than the light in the bug zapper.
He stepped off the built-on porch and approached us.
“Oh – my – god” was all Polly said as he reached down for her with his muscled arms.
I couldn’t tell, and still don’t know, if what she experienced was fear or ecstasy.
“For the gods’ sake,” he said as he looked down at me, “you’re JuJu’s grandson.” He
grabbed my hand and pulled both Polly and me toward the door when he stepped on the toy I
couldn’t find. He stopped and let go of Polly’s arm while he kept a tight grip on mine. With his
free hand, he held the object toward the light from the trailer. The stains from his fingers earlier
in the day were still there.
“Why in the world do you kids have a prostate tickler?” he asked.
“That’s why we’re here,” Polly said.
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***

NEW QUESTION
What’s a prostate?

***

Pete rushed to move some errant Polaroids from the top of his floor model television. I got a
peek. Breasts. Four in the same picture. But he knocked the others behind the TV.
“Stay back there, Angie. Some kids are out here,” he shouted down the hall.
“Who?” a woman’s voice said.
“Kids,” Pete said.
“You never said you had kids,” the woman said.
“I don’t!” Pete said. “They’re trespassing.”
Polly and I looked to one another as we heard what must have been Angie’s footsteps
becoming more distant.
“If he’s hurting you,” Polly said, “say something. We’ll get help. Don’t be afraid!”
“What are you talking about?” Pete asked.
I almost answered: “It’s really anyone’s guess.” But Pete’s home distracted me. I could
see Pete’s kitchen from the couch. Buckets with thick white drippings on the side covered the
entire floor. Bright neon colors dripped from the sink to the white cabinets below. These were
the same colors I’d seen on Pete’s fingers and hands in Grandma’s house.
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I asked about the buckets. Pete explained they had been filled with plaster. Then he shook
his head. “This is nonsense. Why are you here? And why are you carrying that prostate massager
with you?”
“Stay on topic, Warren, for God’s sake,” Polly said. “We are prisoners in this pervert’s
house, and you want to know what he’s got in his filthy kitchen?”
The living room was cluttered with flash-umbrellas for tripod-mounted cameras. It was
just like school picture day. Except in an Airstream. With a shirtless man in a trailer parked near
the highway. With a woman who hid at the end of the hall. This was the definition of distraction.
“Who’s Angie?” Polly asked.
“She’s one of my girls,” Pete said.
“Of course she is,” Polly said. “Disgusting.”
“I mean, she’s one of my muses,” Pete said.
“Whatever that is,” Polly said.
“She inspires him,” I said. I knew this from my lonely days Down River with my
dictionary and my Mad Libs. Muse. Noun.
“Exactly,” Pete said. Then to no one at all, “Why the hell am I talking to you?”
“I’ve got a ‘why the hell’ for you,” Polly said. “Why the hell did you take us prisoner?”
Pete rubbed his forehead. “You do realize that you kids were in my yard, right?”
I stood up and walked to Pete’s kitchen without his permission and looked at all the
plaster-covered containers, the silt in the sink. Large plastic tubs lined the counter: Envision
brand glaze – Magenta Madness, Electric Indigo, Unruly Orange, and 100 Watt Lime.
“Listen,” Pete said, “it’s almost two in the morning. I’d love to give you an art lesson any
day you’re not trespassing on my property in the middle of the night. But what gives?”
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Pete stood and walked toward his phone. In the light of the trailer, I realized that Pete’s
cutoff denim shorts were only long enough to contain his dignity. Polly seemed to notice, too,
signified by the fact that she shut up and bit her lip with the same teeth that had aroused my
interest in her smile when I first met her.
“I’d love to take an art lesson from you,” I said.
“My friend here,” Polly said as she stared at me with the same eyes she had when she
discussed lackluster trash nights, “seems to have forgotten why we came here in the first place. It
certainly wasn’t for some art lessons from a naked man.”
Big Blue, like fate, threw me in the path of the Pollys and the Petes of the world, those
who seemed so genuinely comfortable existing that they never wore extra large clothes to hide
themselves or stayed inside of air-conditioned homes with a dictionary and complicated thoughts
of sex, self, and sex some more, afraid that the world would reject them. In that half-completed
world made whole by its people, I nearly forgot why I rode north at the beginning of the summer,
let alone why I traipsed into the night with the girl who had been my first date, even if she didn’t
know it. The mystery of that summer became secondary to the experience itself.
“The objects!” Polly said.
I pulled out the torpedo. “Jesus Christ,” Pete said. “That’s a butt plug.”
We learned that butt plugs and prostate ticklers do not give one AIDS. They are merely
toys designed for the pleasure of adults. We learned about prostates. We learned what happens
when they’re tickled. We also learned that a “butt plug” is exactly how it sounds. Objects did not
make someone gay. The person who uses them might be. But not necessarily.
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“I can’t believe I’m saying this to kids,” Pete said, “but you can’t tell if someone’s gay by
their sex toys. Human sexuality’s a lot more complicated. Some toys and devices allow adults to
explore the unknown parts of themselves. Exploration is —”
“Oh God!” Polly said. “Stop.”
We solved the mystery and learned the unsavory truth: The objects I finally had the gall
to place in my bare hands had, most likely, once been inside my father’s body. Dad’s sex toys
were like my Mad Libs – a release from the loneliness and troubles of our home. A boy and a
man searching for escapes. I was glad Dad wasn’t dying, and I hoped, in time, I would solve the
mystery of who my father was.
“We got what we came for, right Warren?” Polly said, and she walked toward the door.
But I wasn’t done. “We’re really sorry for trespassing,” I said. “But —”
“I’m not,” Polly said. “And we’re not trespassing. He took us in here with his other
prisoner. I know the law. Curtilage is a free zone.”
Pete laughed. “You want to see what I do?” I didn’t have to ask. He knew. I wanted to
know what the plaster and the colors on the cabinets and the muses had in common. As Pete led
the way to his backyard – toward the smoke we’d seen and smelled – Polly pinched a roll of my
back fat and whispered in my ear: “We could have been murdered in there and all you did was
ooh and ah over every dumb thing he does? ‘Ooh let me see your dirty sink. Ooh am I your
muse?’”
Behind Pete’s Airstream was a wood-fired kiln, and beside that was a large, tin-roofed
shed made from old boards. Pete opened the shed door and turned on the light. Shiny, neon
sculptures of naked bodies lined the shelves. I estimated at least a hundred. A chubby man with
Buddha breasts and belly in bright magenta. Two green women, their bodies naked and their hair
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braided together. An orange woman, her arms raised toward the sky, all of her body parts fully
exposed. Every fantasy I’d ever had, every imagining of bodies and mysteries, Pete created with
his own hands.
I asked Pete if his muses inspired the ceramics. They did. Had Polly not been around, I
would have pointed to the orange woman and asked, “So that’s a cotton candy tomato?” but that
wasn’t the type of inquiry I wanted her to overhear.
Behind us, a door slammed with a metallic bang. I screamed and grabbed Polly’s hand.
She didn’t say anything. She didn’t snicker. She didn’t let go. We held hands in the light of
Pete’s art shed. It felt like the most normal thing.
Behind us, beneath the blue-white glow of the bug zapper, was a woman with hair lower
than the back of her knees. With my free hand, I pointed to the statute of the two women with the
intertwined hair. “That her?” I asked. Pete nodded.
“One of them,” he said.
“Barf,” Polly said.
“Hi, I’m Angie,” the woman said. “Made cocoa for your friends, Pete.”
Polly let go of my hand and walked to the trailer saying, “Seen enough ‘art’ to last a
lifetime, but thanks for the opportunity.” As she followed Angie into the Airstream, she said,
“You at least have marshmallows, right?”
Pete turned off the lights, and even in the dark, the naked, neon bodies glowed in my
mind.

***
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MANSION*APARTMENT*SHACK*HOUSE*
Polly and Warren have six children and live in a mansion. Warren is a famous artist who makes
sex sculptures out of garbage his wife finds on the roadside. Polly is a professional huntress.
They have a pet frog named Steven Tyler.

***

Pete didn’t called Grandma or Polly’s dad that night. He explained that it was “in everyone’s
best interests if you go home and never mention this to anyone.”
“Not even the art?” I asked.
“Not even the art,” he said. “You’ll never be able to explain why you were here, and
neither will I.”
On the way home, Polly and I reached one simple conclusion best expressed by Polly:
“No offense, Warren, but your Mom seems like a real crazy person. She thinks your dad got
AIDS from a butt toy.”
Polly also concluded she had no regrets for her behavior in the Airstream. “Turns out he
wasn’t a pervert, just an artist. Based on his art my dad would probably say he’s both,” she said.
“You were convinced you were gonna be murdered by an artist,” I said.
“We didn’t know he was harmless till well into our capture. You were in there all kissassing. Someone had to be ready to protect us.”
“Got any marshmallows,” I said, mocking Polly’s earlier request. “I felt so safe with
you.”
As we continued our walk back, my nightglow watch showed me it was 3:30 a.m.
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Neither of us wanted to call it a night, so we walked back to Grandma’s and collected our
fishing poles. We walked toward Big Blue for a night catch.
“We didn’t like fishing the last time we tried it,” I said.
“I’d feel more comfortable if we had a reason to be hanging out,” Polly said. “Fishing’s
good enough for me.”
Everything about Big Blue looked glossy and black. Only the whites of our bobbers
glowed in the moonlight.
“You realize we’re only friends because your dad tickles his prostate,” she said.
“I don’t even want to think about it. I just hope I don’t have one of those.”
“A prostate? Or a tickler?”
“Both,” I said.
“Well, Pete said all men have got them,” she said. “So it doesn’t sound good for you.”
“Well it’s good that I’m not a man, just a boy.”
“It’s good for me that I only like boys,” Polly said. Even in the dark I could see her rabbit
teeth. She was my summer muse.
“Bull,” I said. “I saw the way you looked at Pete as he pranced around in those shortshorts.”
“How could I not look at him?” she asked. “He packed us into that metal deathtrap
basically stacked on top of each other. It’s impossible not to notice a man who’s only a foot in
front of you with his – well his – his well-you-know basically falling out of his shorts.”
“You liked it,” I said.
“When did you get so bold?” Polly asked. “I’m almost missing that lost, loser boy who
stood on JuJu’s porch with a dumb look in his eyes, even if he was gawking at a cripple.”
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“I wasn’t gawking at you.” I lied. I turned my back to her and felt my cheeks turn
charcoal red. In that moment of searing discomfort I thought about twirling to face her, asking if
she wanted to skinny dip, no matter how filthy the water might have been. I wanted to see what
Polly looked like beneath her wide legged shorts and rock band shirts. In the dark, I’d have just
enough confidence to take my clothes off.
But instead of a moment of romance, I felt a thud to the back of my head. Polly smacked
me with the bag of sex toys and yelled, “Hey butt-plug-head.”
“You’re a weirdo,” I said.
She took the tickler and handed me the plug.
“Let’s throw them on three,” she said.
And we counted aloud, in unison:
Three.
Two.
One.
We tossed the objects that brought us together in the first place into Big Blue. Two
distinct splashes – a plunk and a plop. We watched the lake surface, the ripples moving slowly in
the thick water.
“Beautiful, huh?” she said. Both toys floated to the top. Polly laughed, slapped her thigh,
and took off her coonskin cap – placing it on my head. “No one’s ever gonna clean this water
out,” she said. “Those things will be in there forever. Till the big meteor hits.”
“We’re kind of permanent here,” I said.
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Polly took my hand in hers and we listened to the song of the highway, the chirp of
crickets, the bellow of a few frogs, and the creaking of a fence gate blowing open and shut in the
distance. I her Big Blue boy, and she my Big Blue girl.
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Palimpsest Boys

Each year I return to Ferris, Michigan to tell you about your father, Patrick McConnell. He killed
himself on October 12, 1985, before you started speaking. You never got the chance to call him
dad. You were only an infant.
Patrick, my next-door neighbor and lifelong best friend, was the type of boy who said yes
to adventures, always up for an exploration of the abandoned halls of the defunct Charles H, a
former Ferris elementary school. He was the type of man who showed up to work on time,
dropped off a card in a coworker’s locker for a birthday. He was the type of father who cradled
you in his arms and sang songs in your ears when he could have been out drinking with me. He
was a photographer, an artist, a dreamer. He was also a pedophile, though no one, save his
victims, knew that before October 12, 1985 – not even me.
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***

Not long after your father killed himself, I lost my job as a cashier at KB Toys.
In earnest, I told my boss that there had been a girl in the store earlier that day, that I
thought I might have touched her, brushed her shoulder, smelled her hair. We reviewed the
security footage together. As he pressed rewind, a gray and white, grainy version of myself
moved in reverse motion. According to the video, I never left my post behind the counter,
nowhere near the girl or her loose brown curls. I didn’t rub the slick nylon patches on the
shoulders of her sweat suit.
“I really thought I might have molested her,” I said.
“Who the fuck says that, Dmitri?” my former boss asked, and he tugged at his hair.
“Do you know that you’re pulling your hair?” I asked.
“It’s a nervous habit,” he said. “I wasn’t paying attention.”
“Exactly,” I said.
When mall security escorted me out of the store, my former boss told me that I was
lucky: “I could have called the police. Never in my life have I seen someone admit to molesting
kids they haven’t touched.”
You would think it’s a relief to be told you didn’t fondle the underage girl you believed
you might have touched. True relief only occurs when you no longer have false memories,
irrational fears. Back then I had no relief.

***
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My delusions began on October 12, 1985, when I discovered your father’s body. The right half
of Patrick’s face was missing, the result of a self-inflicted gunshot wound. A stained cardboard
box near the remnants of his head contained hundreds of photographs of naked children, photos
he took and developed in the Rite Aid photo studio he managed. You were in the room when he
took his life, but you don’t know that. No one told you. Not even me. That’s why I return to
Ferris each year on Christmas Eve to tell you, not so much about the suicide but about who your
father was.
We all – parents, teachers, priests, firefighters, the people who made Ferris a community
rather than a collection of houses – saw your father as golden. He was our darling: Patrick with a
penchant for art and photography. In other words, he was a boy with a real chance, someone
made for more than factories or Rite Aid.
“That boy’s going places,” the old folks used to say.
While his work was not in The Detroit Institute of Arts or spread across the pages of
National Geographic, anyone who clipped a coupon from the local weekly could get a portrait of
their son or daughter at the Rite Aid photo studio – on sale. Your dad managed the photo
department, and I managed the store. I gave Patrick permission to use the store after hours to
make his art. At night, he painted tableaus. Elves with ringed stockings and pointy hats,
wrapping beautiful packages. A sandy beach with anthropomorphized rainbow-beach balls and
starfish shading themselves beneath an umbrella. Children posed before the backdrops. Everyone
in Ferris had a piece of Patrick’s magic. Prints of 8x10s, 5x7s, and wallets. Parents owned,
forever, a Patrick McConnell original. We all told unwitting lies, constructing a suburban
Michelangelo – a creator, an artist. We did not see the monster in him. Patrick showed that self
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only to the boys he posed before his art-scapes, the ones he focused the lights on, focused his
touch on. Our lies became the truth upon which families relied when they sent their children to
be photographed. We made him trustworthy.
In the early months and years after discovering the box of photos, Patrick’s truths became
my lies. Touching pears at the grocery store, looking for a piece of fruit just ripe enough, my
mind would go to the naked images of all the boys in the box. At the toy store, I’d hear a boy
cry, asking for two matchbox cars when one was the limit, and I’d see the picture of the boy your
father posed with a candy cane in his mouth – like a dog with a bone.
My psychologist back then said those were memories, not impulses. Trauma and guilt do
that to your brain.
“But how do you know that one cannot create the other?” I asked.
These are the questions you ask when your best friend was a pedophile and you were
none the wiser. Are you even allowed to call him your best friend?

***

My first memories in life are a combination of memories, stacked, like a few photo negatives,
one atop the other.
I see the brown painted mustache above Patrick’s lip as he and I march down Walden,
Maple, and 14 Mile Road carrying pillow-cases for trick-or-treat bags. “Why do you have a
mustache?” I said. “All firemen have mustaches,” he said. I don’t have a face in these memories;
I’m just arms, and the bag, and candy, and Patrick. I am a boy with a friend. It feels like more
than enough. We are six, maybe younger. And another memory atop this. It’s a few years later,
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but we’re not big enough to be self-conscious; otherwise, we wouldn’t be wearing tube socks
pulled up to our knees, our feet tucked into knockoff Chuck Taylors. So we must be twelve,
before the cynicism and endless knowledge of thirteen set in. I’m smacking Patrick with the back
of a pizza-greased hand while we play arcade games at Big Marco’s Pizza Keg. We order two
Roy Rogers, because Shirley Temples are a little too queer. We drink out of cowboy boot
glassware and feel as manly as we imagine our fathers might be, though we’ve never met them.
This photograph comes with sound: “Patrick, you dumb ass, wash your fucking hands before you
play the game. The joystick’s slippery.” Patrick squints weasel eyes, his two front teeth crooked,
mimicking the bow of a ship. “No one’s ever complained of a slippery stick, except you,” he
said.
In the early days following your father’s suicide, I placed these images atop new
memories, like the ones I experienced in the KB Toys.
It’s not fair to call them memories, my psychologist said. “They’re conjecture, based on
facts you’ve learned about Patrick and what he did to children. Not you. You were never
involved in any of it. These are delusions.”
I felt involved in all of it. We were as close as brothers. After the suicide, I researched
“nature versus nurture” at my library. I learned that traits can be passed, or shared, between
people who spend time together.
“Knowing someone does not mean you are as evil,” my psychologist said.
“Have you ever stacked wood too close to a fire pit?” I asked.
The psychologist waited for me to answer my own question.
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“One spark from the fire is all it takes to spread, and what was once contained to the fire
pit has spread to the stack and from the stack to the surrounding forest and from the forest to the
city to the —”
“Humans are not the same as kindling,” she said. “We have choice.”

***

I return each year on Christmas Eve to Ferris, and I sit on the wall outside the shuttered
Hollywood Video on 14 Mile. This is our spot. I wait, hoping you’ll emerge from one of the
shadowy, tree-lined lanes and join me so I can tell you about October 12, 1985. I want to tell you
about your father. It is our heritage.
October 12, 1985: The Rite Aid was packed. I opened and closed. We had a sale, two-forone on giant bags of candy. I made the schedules. Your dad was off. He said he was going to
spend the day with you. You were six months old and being raised in the same yellow house
your dad grew up in. When we were kids, we could sit in our bedroom windows at night and
send breathy whispers across Merryman to one another. “Cheaper than a walkie-talkie,” Patrick
said.
But even now, decades after your father’s suicide revealed his truth, when October comes
up in conversation or on the calendar, I have a digression problem. My psychologist never
diagnosed this. She used to tell me I was “highly self-aware without the confidence to believe
my own reality.”

***
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When we were kids, your father was the first boy I knew who had a dream.
“I’m going to be a cartoonist,” he used to say to me while I waited for him to scour The
Amazing Spiderman and Beetle Bailey at the Comic Emporium. I wanted to be outside. I heard
there was a way to break into the Charles H.
“Gotta make time for inspiration,” he would say. “Art doesn’t come easy. Adventures
later.”
Silly putty was a quarter. Comics were more. So he took silly putty to his favorite prints
when the sales clerk wasn’t looking. He took the mimics home. He’d draw Beetle Bailey eating a
hotdog or something like that. Patrick would bite his bottom lip, and I’d know he was
concentrating.
Each time he finished a drawing, he took the silly putty image and stretched it, making
noses long where they had been short and stubby. He elongated zippers to give women the
appearance of giant penises.
“You’re a sick bastard, Patrick,” I said.
“Just making them mine,” he said. “I think she’s pretty this way.”
We were thirteen.

***

I moved out of Ferris not long after your dad’s suicide, four hours away, to the west side of
Michigan. The breezes always smelled like lake water. I received disability then. My fear of
touching the children at the KB Toys followed me to my next job at the Holland Dairy Breeze.
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My bosses couldn’t accommodate my problems, unless they were going to stop selling ice cream
to children.
At my psychologist’s recommendation, I joined the book club at the local branch of the
library. I obsessed over our first selection, Jeffrey Eugenides’ The Virgin Suicides. Mostly, I
attended so I could see the auburn-haired Ramona. I still had delusions then, but I was also a
human who wanted love.
After the first week’s discussion, other than Ramona, all the other members quit.
Ramona said the first-week attendees all had “scheduling issues.”
Being delusional didn’t make me stupid. They quit because of me. I don’t think they
liked how I postulated that all of the characters in The Virgin Suicides killed themselves because
they were haunted by their molestations, which were details left out of the book, “because most
people can’t handle reading honesty,” I said.
I made the best of the situation, and I used Ramona as another therapist. She said I spoke
in layers, like a third draft written on top of the first and second, with all of my notes and
scratches and edits existing at the same time, the pencil’s indentations living even after erasure.
She said that’s a “palimpsest.”
I reported back to my psychologist that the woman I liked said I had “palimpsest brain.”
My psychologist said, “Well, let’s work on putting that in order.”
“How do you put a mixed-up life in order?” I asked.
“Ask Ramona on a date,” she said.
I told Ramona I lived on a fixed income. Had I still worked for Rite Aid, I could have
been a general manager. I explained I lived on disability benefits and collected cans along the
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highway for the deposit fee, weather permitting. “If you don’t mind being reasonable,” I said, “I
would like to treat you for an evening with me.”
“A date?” Ramona said.
“Tuesday,” I said.
“No, I meant, are you asking me on a date,” she said.
“I’m trying,” I said.
I hadn’t attempted to touch a woman in years. I suppose I didn’t trust myself. How can
you ever trust yourself when you didn’t have the foresight to see the truth in your closest friend?
Ramona had a way of communicating love to me that was different than other women.
She shared words and stories instead of touches and glances. I imagined myself unwinding with
her, sharing my complicated past, asking her about my own mixed-up plot: “Will I end well?”
During our date, my psychologist’s words played in my mind: “Try not to reveal all of
your insecurities and fears at once. Let her get to know the version of yourself without the
obsessions and ruminations – the real you.”
Ramona is part of my palimpsest now, a small, month-long scribble of beautiful words
that lay atop all that is Patrick, all that is me.
It ended on our sixth date. Over fried mushrooms and Cokes, she said she was scared of
heights, and I said, “Sometimes I’m scared I might be a pedophile even though I know I’m not.”
Ramona stopped speaking to me, and I had to go to another branch of the library.

***
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October 12, 1985, 4:00 p.m.: The last moment I experienced Patrick without the taint of the
truth. I straightened up the candy rack of Zagnut bars and Reese’s cups when your grandmother,
Marjorie, called the Rite Aid, begging me to let her in your dad’s house.
“Everyone on Merryman says they can hear the baby screaming,” she said. “Little
Donnie, screaming. Something’s wrong.”
“We’ve been over this,” I said. “Patrick doesn’t want you in the house; that’s why you
don’t have a key.”
“I’ll spot you the gas money, if it’s a problem,” she said. “Just go.”
Marjorie reserved her money for smack. That’s how I knew something was wrong. I
drove to the house and heard your screams. A neighbor waited on the street: “A boom. There
was a boom. Thought a transformer might have blown, but then the baby just screamed and
screamed.”
On the second floor, I lifted you out of your crib. I should have gotten you a bottle. Fed
you. I didn’t. If you ever find your best friend dead on the floor of his bedroom, you will
understand how and why you make poor decisions. It’s easy to ignore crying babies sometimes.
You should know that Marjorie scrubbed the carpet to remove the stain Patrick left
behind, but it didn’t work. She replaced the carpet when she moved in to raise you. She sent me a
picture, and she wrote on the back, “Fresh start for little Donnie.” Because of this, you did not
grow up in a house filled with obvious questions. You had no reason to seek answers for the
mysteries of your father or your home.
According to Ferris Township Police reports, you cried for at least twenty-nine hours
before I found you and what was left of your dad. For years, unable to sleep, sitting in dimly lit
apartment kitchens, I’ve wondered if you cried because your ears hurt from the thundering sound
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of Patrick’s gunshot. The baby books I picked up at the library explain baby senses aren’t fully
developed in infancy. So, I tell myself you were just hungry. Just lonely. Wanting to be cradled
or rocked. To be touched.
I barely knew you then, a six-month-old boy who stole Patrick from me. Your dad and I
no longer had dollar taco Thursdays at The Panther because he had you to feed. I saw you as an
interference, not human. But that evening in the house, I bopped you up and down in the room
where your father killed himself, saying “shhhhhhhhh” into your ear, and while you bounced, I
checked your dad’s pulse. I placed the fingers of my right hand against your dad’s neck, ignoring
the bloody carpet where the right side of his face should have been. You and I then made our
way to the box. Documented in color photos: Little boys with ribbons tied around their erect
penises. These weren’t knots the boys tied themselves. These were fancy bows people pay for,
like something you’d see on a wreath or in a florist’s shop. Each of the boys stood before the
elaborate photo backgrounds.
Your dad was an expert photographer, self-taught. No glares on glasses, no shadows on
prints. But in the photos in the box, Patrick’s shadow reached out to the naked boys. He wanted
to be close to his subjects, so he stood in front of the flash.
I looked through thirty or forty photos before I realized you shouldn’t have seen them.
These were your first images of sex. I fed them to you. You flashed a gummy smile, seeming to
ignore the hunger that kept you crying for twenty-nine hours. When I closed the box and called
the police, you began to cry, again. I read that babies’ sight develops quickly after birth.
Somewhere in you are those images.
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You cannot find these photographs. The police department destroyed them after the civil
statute of limitations on child molestation ran out. But like all these memories, they live in you,
in me.
After all these years, I find that your father must have known the cops had been to the
photo lab on one of my days off. They feared I’d tip Patrick off, that our bond meant I was
complicit in his molestations and photography. During their search, they found a boy’s
Underoos. His last name was Ryan. He told the police the underwear would be behind the photo
lab printer. He was right.

***

Marjorie, by my count, lived until you were nineteen. One of my friends from the Rite Aid
mailed me her obituary. I sent a condolence letter addressed to Donnie McConnell on Merryman.
The Post Office returned to sender. Your name was Donnie then, but you must have changed that
by now, if you ever learned the truth – that your father chose your name.
Because your dad killed himself, there was never a trial. The Ryan boy’s family moved
out of Ferris. I never had a name for the other boys, just the images. Little boys about seven
years old, plaster white, posed like store mannequins.
Besides children, your father liked women like his mother – junkies. Your mother chose
methamphetamines, and the Michigan courts terminated her rights to you. At least one child was
saved by the system, I thought. Your dad and I celebrated the judge’s termination order.
“You really ready to do this?” I asked. “You’re going to give up your cartooning?”
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He leaned back on his barstool. His light eyes, which always reminded me of the lake
water that butts up against the bank, a mix of blue and brown, looked into mine.
“You just don’t get it, Dmitri,” he said. “He’s my kid.”
Every time I remember this, I recall the photo of the unnamed boy with the black hair,
standing before the backdrop of deep space, the boy posed as da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man, spread,
naked, wearing only a sapphire-colored Ring-Pop. And I remember you in my arms the day I
discovered Patrick’s body, sweetness in the midst of tragedy.

***

After the suicide, I didn’t see you again until you were seven years old. It was Christmas Eve,
1992. I wore a green scarf with cigarette burns, a product of clumsy and anxious hands.
“He doesn’t know anything,” Marjorie said.
She said she’d pay me, cash money, if I taught you the tradition your father and I shared
each Christmas Eve when we were kids. I couldn’t mention the crimes.
“I don’t want him carrying his daddy’s baggage,” Marjorie said. “But I also want him to
know it wasn’t all bad. You remember the good times?”
You might wonder why I needed cash so badly that Christmas Eve. For me, no job was
secure after I discovered your dad’s death and his pictures. Too many bodies in this world
reminded me of all the bodies I couldn’t un-see. My psychologist told me to look past my
delusions, my unfounded fears. “Why not go back? What is the worst that you uncover? That
some parts of your childhood and your life were good? What if Donnie is charming and
wonderful and kind? What if that little boy reminds you of the goodness in Patrick? In yourself?”
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I sat in my idling Ford Taurus across the street from the house your father, and you, grew
up in. Palimpsest brain, layers of now written over layers of then.
I took a few deep breaths after parking, and looked up to the picture window in your
living room. That’s when I saw your seven-year-old, peek-a-boo eyes peering over the couch and
out the window looking for me – the man who Gramma Marjorie told you was “bringing some
traditions with him. Just like he used to celebrate with your daddy.”
I turned the radio off and listened to the loose exhaust pipe of my Taurus rattle. Your dad
told me that someday we would own matching Mustangs. There was no “we,” anymore. There
were no Mustang dreams. There were only rusty, used things. Battered machines. No joy rides,
only purposeful excursions, trips to the grocery with a handheld calculator to make sure I had
enough to cover the few items I picked up each week.
As I watched the weatherworn fabric awnings on your house blow in the wind, I
remembered when they were new. I remembered that Christmas Eve had once meant dancing
around a record player with Kool-Aid stains around our mouths. I remembered the pair your
father and I had been, and I left the car, ready to meet you for the first time in seven years.
Marjorie met me at the stoop and shouted “Merry Christmas” followed by “don’t you
look like a stretched-out version of the man you used to be.” I was thinner than I’d ever been,
and I’d grown a bit taller in my mid-twenties. I wore boys’ shirts instead of men’s clothing. I
joked it helped me save money. I smoked when I should have eaten. I worried when I should
have dreamed.
Marjorie called, “Donnie,” and in my periphery I noticed the curtains close where your
peeking eyes had been.
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You appeared behind Marjorie’s legs and grinned a gap-toothed smile. You waved at me.
Your hair was moussed into spikes. You weren’t a polished boy; in fact, you looked like what a
child would create if he could create himself.
“Go learn some traditions, now,” Marjorie said to you, and she scuttled you onto the
stoop. To earn my cash, I had to construct the traditions of years past, to remember the truths. I
did this for you. And I also did this for myself. Before walking off, Marjorie asked me how many
chairs we’d need to construct our tradition, last performed in the 1970s. Four, I told her. I knew
she’d get the good ones from the dining room. They were the best for tent building.
You went with me so easily after Marjorie zipped up your brown bomber jacket lined
with faux fur. You never asked where we were going. You never asked why. We headed to the
Acropolis Novelty and Liquor, a Greek convenience store on 14 Mile Road. I told you Patrick
and I used to do this each Christmas Eve. “What kinda name is Mitri?” you asked.
“It’s Dmitri,” I said.
“What kinda name is Dmitri?” you said.
“Greek. This used to be a Greek neighborhood.”
“I’m not Greek. My dad was Irish. That’s why I have brown hair.”
“Red hair.”
“Nope, I have brown hair.”
“I know,” I said. “Red hair, that’s an Irish trait.”
“Nope, brown,” you said.
We walked twelve blocks north, toward the Acropolis.
I told you I grew up on the east side of Merryman in the pink house, only it was blue
when I grew up. Patrick, on the west. I taught you the meaning of the word “inheritance,”
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limiting its definition to the transfer of property, not to the emotional and painful fruit that grows
on family trees. I explained your house originally belonged to Gramma Jane, Marjorie’s mother,
who pretended to be Patrick’s birth mom for the first twenty years of our lives.
“Why would she do that?” you asked.
“She wanted Patrick to feel normal,” I said.
You weren’t mad or even annoyed. You didn’t get defensive when I implied you were
the product of a family of liars.

***

I’ve looked into some of the children I saw in the photographs. They’re men now. I needed to
know if they found a way to live.
The Ryan kid’s name is Wally. He has a wife and two little boys. He teaches at one of the
Catholic schools in Bloomfield Hills. There have been no incident reports at the school – I’ve
checked. But who knows what he hides in boxes. And the little guy with the sapphire ring? Is he
at some roadside restroom trading tricks with someone, trying to feel special again because of
feelings Patrick gave him, feelings he can’t kick? That little boy had coal black hair – reminded
me of some of the Trussel kids Patrick and I grew up with. They had dark hair and smelled of
grease. Their mom was a fry-cook at the Chicken Shack. Police reports say that an Adam
Trussel, who’s about the same age as Wally Ryan, is in jail for molesting his niece – first degree.
That means penetration.
I want to tell you all of this, but I haven’t been able to find you, not since I left on
December 24, 1992, our first and last Christmas Eve together.
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***

As you and I neared the Acropolis that Christmas Eve in 1992, you laughed at my description of
Gramma Jane – a woman who you never met.
“Gramma Jane was what we called a tumbler,” I said. “Cause she was heavy on top and
thin on bottom.”
“Is that about boobs?” you said.
We both laughed.
She died before you were born. For all you knew, I lied. But you believed me, trusted me,
even. Instinctively taking my hand as the walking man symbol glowed white on 14 Mile Road.
This is how easy it is, I thought, and still think.
“Who does your hair,” I asked. The Acropolis was in the distance, the letters shaped like
Greek columns, outlined in yellow bulbs.
“Me,” you said. You cocked your head and laughed. Your face may have been your
father’s, but your laugh was entirely your own.
I told you I liked your hair. You said I lied.
For once that evening, I was telling the whole truth. This is how easy it is, I thought.
As we approached the Acropolis, I asked if you ever went to the Charles H, the empty
elementary school your dad and I used to play in, swimming in the abandoned and dirty
swimming pool. I didn’t really care whether you had smelled the stagnant air and molding books.
I wanted to make eye contact, see your nature, look for the clues I missed in your father.
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You kept your eyes on the traffic and spoke only about X-Men, about how your favorite
one was Cyclops, the one who shoots red-rays from his eyes, but that if you could be anybody,
you’d be Storm, even though she’s a woman, because she could control the weather, and that
meant you could make it snow, that you’d never have to go to school because every day would
be a natural disaster.
I said, “What would you do instead of school?”
Don’t say draw, or paint, or art – anything, I thought. You said you would “build stuff.
Big stuff.”
We reached the Acropolis, and our conversation on superheroes faded. Your eyes, pale
and gray, stared at the incandescent bulbs of the marquee. You said you’d never been inside the
Acropolis because “Gramma doesn’t like to be around liquor. Says it’s not good for her health to
even see the stuff.” I was happy to hear she was trying, changing maybe.
14 Mile Road was empty. No traffic. No bustle.
“Right here’s where your dad and I stood each Christmas Eve,” I said as we faced the
Acropolis. I lied. I couldn’t actually remember.
“Right here?” you said. Your smile overtook your face.
“This exact spot,” I said.
It wasn’t like you grew taller or older in that moment, but something about your
childhood expanded, like you ventured into unexplored parts of yourself. The idea that your dad
once physically stood somewhere allowed you to attach yourself to the meaning and the power
of heritage. So I told you the tradition story, giving you good things, to help you grow. I told you
about how my ma would leave tip money from the Coney with Gramma Jane. Enough to buy
sherbet and Sprite and canned pineapple juice for punch. One green Kool-Aid packet for color.
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The rest was spent on Acropolis fried chicken, baked beans, collard greens, a VHS rental, a Free
Press and a Detroit News. And there was always enough left over for two red plastic eggs full of
silly putty. About ten bucks to make a tradition. Two boys without dads, that’s what we did.
You followed me into the Acropolis, the hood of your bomber falling, revealing your
spikes. I explained the rules: Tell the guy behind the counter with the paper hat that you want
four chicken wings and some baked beans, some collard greens. Ask for hot sauce on the side.
Say, “Merry Christmas,” and when he tells you he’d like to be home with his family, just smile.
Pick up two newspapers wrapped in plastic so the ink is as fresh as can be. And silly putty. End
with a walk through the Hollywood Video. Choose a movie, something with guns or mutants or
robots. Maybe all three.
We sat on the cement wall between the Hollywood Video and the Acropolis, and we ate
from Styrofoam containers. My feet almost reached the ground; yours did not. You had so much
more to grow and do before you were anything like me.
We made small talk, the kind that can appropriately be shared between a child and a man.
I told you, “We’re walking in the footsteps of ghosts, Donnie.” It felt like something you’d say if
you were trying to make $300. But it also felt true. I wondered if this is what it felt like to be a
father. This is how easy it is, I thought.
We pretended that the chicken wings, once cleaned of the meat, were wishbones, and we
snapped them in two. Once, the wish was mine. All the others, the wishes were yours. You had
crumbs of fried chicken skin on your lips. I wanted to wipe it off. If you had been Patrick, I
would have.
We were filthy. “You never said get napkins,” you said.
I left many things unsaid that day.
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I lived alone all of those years, and my first inclination was to finish off the side of baked
beans, but I looked at you, small beneath the plumpness of your bomber, and I handed the
leftovers to you.
“Your dad and I shared everything,” I said.
Your spork scraped the bottom of the Styrofoam container and made that chalky scratch
noise, and on the road, a quiet automotive hum. These were the sounds of tradition.
“He wanted to be a cartoonist?” you asked.
“Comics,” I said. “He liked funny ones.”
“Me, too,” you said. “I can draw pretty good.”
“I thought you said you wanted to build things?” I said.
“I’d rather be like my dad,” you said.
We walked home in the silence that men often share when they should be talking,
teaching, listening.
“The house’s ready,” Marjorie shouted as she stood on the stoop. “How was the
tradition?” she yelled. And you crossed the street while I stayed on the sidewalk.
“That’s really my dad’s friend?” you said to Marjorie.
“Best,” she said.
I nodded. I knew that inside the house, your gramma built a blanket tent made from
Power Rangers comforters and dark sheets. Inside were supposed to be Sunday Funnies, the kind
your dad and I used to clip and read, the kind he used to copy in his art books. I walked her
through all of this when she first called.
You ran inside, and I heard your happy shouts.
“It wasn’t all bad, Dmitri,” Marjorie said to me as she took a drag off a cigarette.
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I got in my car and drove away. That Christmas Eve with you, the sensation of being a
“we,” the palimpsest of who I had been as a boy with sneakered feet walking along with my
buddy Patrick scribbled atop you in your bomber, hurt rather than helped.
The winter sky in Detroit is gray. Seldom does it snow. We do not have White
Christmases in southeast Michigan, as I’m sure you remember. The weather helps to temper the
hopefulness of our holidays – this Christmas might have gifts galore, but a layoff is just around
the corner. That Christmas Eve in 1992, as I drove away from you and the tradition we were
supposed to share, the sky was just as I expected, pallid as a dying face. Yet all these years later,
it is one of the most beautiful days of my life.

***

You are nineteen now. And you no longer live in Ferris. I’ve searched tax records and Facebook.
Donald McConnell does not exist anymore. I wonder if you chose a new life in a place with
chronic, inclement weather – every day a natural disaster. Perhaps the Gulf and its hurricanes.
The West and its wildfires. Maybe you chase tornados in Kansas and upload the footage you film
in your pickup to your own YouTube channel under your new name, something with less weight,
less inheritance.
I have a job now. I request each Christmas Eve off from work for “extenuating
circumstances.” I work all the other holidays each year to guarantee Christmas Eves are for me
and hopefully you – a man now, someone I will most likely not even recognize. You’ll emerge
from the neighborhood or a car. And I’ll tell the man you’ve grown to be everything I wish I had
known in the years following your dad’s suicide.
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Each year, I sit on the wall between the Acropolis and the now empty Hollywood Video,
breaking chicken wings by myself. All the wishes are mine. I wish I had gone inside with you
that night. I wish I had shown you how your dad and I used to silly putty pictures on Christmas
Eve, pressing the pink goop into the pictures of Garfield and The Family Circus, distorting them
to make them our own, and then your dad would draw them in a notepad while we drank green
punch. My role was to gladly marvel, to feel special because my buddy was special. I wish I
could have watched you fall asleep inside the Power Ranger tent Marjorie built, the soft noise of
the VHS playing, filling the tent with all the light we would ever need.
I don’t know what your dad knew when we were kids, whether he knew that he might
someday grow to be the wolf children are warned of. But I need you to understand that the
Patrick I knew as a child believed that we would be able to drink green punch beneath a canopy
of blankets as Gramma Jane spun the Temptations’ Christmas Album for an eternity. We’d sit
beneath the makeshift tent, and he’d say, “When I’m famous, Dmitri, I’ll take care of you.”
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Feast of the Bolsheviks

Big let me adopt Ronnie, the greyhound, from the Pittsburgh Pet Rescue because Mom died in a
car accident while Big drove.
The day I adopted Ronnie, Big stayed in our new station wagon. He had theories to
ponder. Pamphlets to proofread. The Movement.
“Been so behind since your mother died, Little,” he said. “Pittsburgh’s proletariat are
being left behind without my help.”
Got to take care of the Movement: A group of communists who pass out leaflets and
homemade newspapers around neighborhoods in the city. We hand them out for free. Once
they’re in the reader’s hands, though, we strongly encourage a twenty-five cent donation. If we
don’t get the donation, we take the newspaper back. The Movement also hands out peanut butter
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sandwiches to hungry people. The sandwiches do not cost twenty-five cents. They are free. We
don’t take them away. Mostly, the Movement hands out pamphlets about Reagan and ruination.
One day before Mom died, Big let me set the type for an article he wrote: “And we thought
Carter was part of the corporatist regime!” He said I did a good job. I missed that Big.
On the day we adopted Ronnie, I stood by the driver’s side door and said, “You’re always
staying put instead of doing things with me.”
Big looked at me but said nothing. I stared back with come-on eyes and waited for him to
follow my lead. He didn’t budge. This was who Big became after Mom. He used his steering
wheel as a desk and proofed flyers to advertise the rally for workers at the Pierogi Hut. I told him
picking a dog would be more fun than worrying about pierogi people. He said, “Nothing too big,
please. Large dogs are too much work.”
I walked inside, alone.

***

Big drove the station wagon when we had the accident that killed Mom. We were on our annual
summer car trip to the ice-cold creek where I could catch crawdads and Mom could read and tan.
“Some entertainment is free,” Big said, pointing at a bird that flew over the road as we
drove out of the city and into the country. He explained that we may not own the wild, but we do
own the experience of living among nature.
“Is it really free if you paid for gas before we left?” I asked.
Mom laughed and pulled her cassette tape – Laura Branigan’s Greatest Hits – out of the
glove compartment.
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“That music makes me carsick,” Big said. And he put his hand over the tape slot. He
looked at me in the rearview mirror. The wrinkles on his eyes turned up like smiles. Mom
laughed because that’s not how carsickness works.
Big said I should pick his cassette instead, and he reached to the floorboard to grab the
cassette he dropped – Passion of the Proletariat. “Let’s listen to something of substance,” he
said.
Mom belted Laura Branigan’s “Gloria” while Big fumbled for the tape. She threw her
head back and sang into the roof of the car: “Gloria, don’t you think you’re falling.”
Months before Mom died, she let me peel away the plastic wrapping on the tape she held
in the car the day we crashed and she died. We stood in the parking lot of the Ames department
store where she purchased it. I’d never opened something new before that day.
“You’ll have to put that feeling in your diary of sensations, Jamie,” Mom said. The diary
of sensations was made of recycled brown bags from the A&P that Mom trimmed and bound
with twine. She painted the cover with my favorite color: glitter glue. Mom said she was inspired
to make the journal after watching an episode of Sally Jessy Raphael where a child psychologist
explained children are healthier when they understand their feelings. The diary did not survive
the crash. The police said, “Went up in smoke.”
Big said, “Police always say things like that.”
Big blamed American capitalism for Mom’s desire to purchase new music cassettes and
hair products and Chic jeans. Big explained Mom didn’t grow up in the Movement like he did,
so “it’s hard for her to remove the capitalism from her subconscious.” We could love her
anyway, he said, because she tried her best.
“Anyone who tries is worth loving?” I asked.
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Big said, “Absolutely.”
Mom was also different from Big and the other Movement people because she called me
by my real name. “You’re not derivative, Jamie. You are exceptional. You are not little.”
Because of that, I always signed my journal entries: “Love, Jamie.”
During that summer car ride, Mom turned and faced me.
“Gloria, don’t you think you’re falling,” she sang, again and again.
“Come on, Big! Play Mom’s tape,” I said.
“I appreciate your act of social resistance,” Big said. “Defiance in the face of unfettered
power! But I’m not listening to that garbage.” We all laughed.
Big lost control of our car. We hit a tree. Mom died.

***

After I entered the pound, workers questioned me: Why are you here alone? Do you have
permission to take a dog home? We don’t actually allow children to adopt pets on their own.
Where’s your adult?
“My father is in the car working to bring about the Revolution,” I said, as I looked at
pups hiding in the corners of their cages. “I can do this on my own.”
Some of the dogs were tiny and new. A few sat at attention, waiting for a pat from me, a
scratch on the nose. That’s when I noticed Ronnie, whose name wasn’t Ronnie then. According
to the sign outside his pen, he was “UNNAMED.” He ran in circles around his tiny cage and
used his snout against the bars like a mallet against a xylophone.
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Ronnie looked like a shiny gray sack of bones. “Why is no one feeding this one?” I
asked.
“He’s a greyhound,” one of the Rescue people said.
“Well that’s clear,” I said.
I said I would adopt UNNAMED. The pound people said kids are not permitted to
complete an adoption without a parent. I repeated that my dad wouldn’t leave the car. Then I said
he didn’t do anything with me anymore after my mom died in a car crash, that life is extremely
lonely in a house without Mom’s music, that we used to take day trips to do free things that made
Mom smile, that whenever Big used to make Mom and me happy he’d say, “This is worth more
than all the money in the Fed.”
The pound people leashed UNNAMED up for me, ignored the requirement for
paperwork, and only asked, “What’re you going to name him?”
“He looks like a Ronnie to me,” I said.
Ronnie smelled like cornflakes the day I adopted him. I checked out a book from the
Pittsburgh Public Library called So You Want A Dog by Paulette Breen. This book explained the
smell was most likely a yeast infection. I like yeast.
When Ronnie stood on his hind legs to lick my face he was taller than me. He hopped up
and down like he was leaping hurdles as I walked him to the car. Big must have heard my
laughter because he looked up from his edits and got out of the vehicle. Ronnie bounced around
like a ball in Atari Pong – off my legs and against the wall and then into the side of the car. His
tongue dangled lopsided out of his mouth.
“I would have chosen something more,” Big said and paused, “tame. More manageable.”
He should have joined if he had ideas.
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I told Ronnie to sit, and he bit the tire. Big shook his head.
“This is my choice,” I said. “This is Ronnie.”
“Ronnie? Seriously. You couldn’t have found a more egalitarian name?”
Big said Ronnie would make our lives harder.
“I think you mean your life,” I said, and I helped Ronnie into the car where we sat in the
hatchback of the station wagon, two orphans made a little more whole.

***

Breen explains that greyhounds are not thin because they are hungry. They are thin because
breeders make them that way. Dog breeders are men who manipulate outcomes. Because of
breeders, Ronnie looked permanently hungry and needed multiple daily walks. Ethically,
Movement members do not like breeders: “All life is sacred; that’s why we don’t even ask for
Chicken McNuggets when we drive past McDonald’s,” Big explained. The natural state of all
life is to live protected from the harms of man. But I was happy for breeders. Because of
breeders, Ronnie was born. Because Ronnie was born, he belonged to someone. Someone lost
track of him – this made him mine.
Each morning, I poured kibble in his bowl and fed him the leftovers of my microwaved
oats. Before Mom died she taught me to turn the dial on the microwave to one minute and thirty
seconds for a half-cup of oats and a cup of water. I was supposed to learn microwave-cup-eggs
next, but she died before she could teach me how to cook anything else.
I lived off Movement sandwiches and vegetarian casseroles members brought to our
house for meetings with Big.
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Our house was not a place for Ronnie or me.
Sometimes when I wanted Big’s attention, I quoted Mom, who used to interrupt
conversations about the Revolution with questions like: “Could you believe what happened on
Dynasty?” or “Do you really think Boy George is dating his drummer?” When Big or a
Movement member ignored her or looked confused by her question, Mom would say, “Who said
the Revolution had to be so boring?”
One morning, after testing Ronnie’s kibble for myself, finding it tasted nothing like I
predicted (chocolate or molasses), I walked in to the dining room where Big sat at his typewriter
with a cut-and-pasted master copy of his next pamphlet: “HEALTHCARE ACCESS FOR
PITTSBURGH’S FOOD PREP WORKERS.” Ronnie acted a jester, throwing himself on my
feet, writhing on his back. I patted his tummy, but he really wanted a scratch from Big.
“We’re here,” I said.
Big looked at us. Success.
“I see,” he said. He looked like he wanted to smile, like his face wanted to remember
what joy felt like. To me, happiness was the sensation of rubbing my face across Ronnie’s back,
the ridges of his spine massaging my nose. Happiness was remembering who I had been when I
had a mom and telling Ronnie about her while we watched music videos on MTV. “She would
love this one,” I would say.
I wanted Big to know this happiness, too, so I told him to look at Ronnie, whose eyes
stared in opposite directions.
“That’s his dumb face,” I said. “That’s also his normal face, but it’s fun, right?”
“Very dumb,” he said and returned to typing.
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I told Big he worked too much. I told him he should walk with Ronnie and me. I told him
Ronnie had digging paws because of breeding. I told him we found dead squirrels and charm
bracelets and Happy Meal toys while digging together.
“I really need some time to work and concentrate,” Big said. The tip-tap of his typing
stopped. “There are a lot of people who need my help.”
“Come on,” I said. “Who said the Revolution had to be so boring?”
He stood and pointed at the front door. He no longer looked like he desired happiness.
“Why didn’t you laugh?” I said. “You used to laugh when she said it.”
“You don’t bring up the dead like that, Little,” he said.
“I am not derivative,” I said.
He turned away and sighed, which he had taught me adults do when they’re letting bad
thoughts out silently. He spoke again, though. “Children move on from tragedy so easily. ”
“How would you know?” I said.

***

I owned Ronnie for a few weeks. Then I asked Big if I needed to keep going to school since
Ronnie occupied so much of my time. He said I wasn’t learning anything but capitalistic
propaganda, so it was best I learned through experience.
He didn’t play music like Mom did. He made the house his own. There was no place for
Ronnie or me. Whenever the sun was out, and we should have been in school, Ronnie and I were
outside. We did the same thing when it rained. We were all-weather animals.
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When Ronnie ran to the hostas by the Patels’ house and peed, one leg off the ground, I
started doing the same. We focused our attention on the street as we took care of business. And
when Mr. Murkowski leaned out the side of his jalopy as he drove by and said, “What are you
doing pissing in broad daylight?” I told him I was learning through experience.
No one called the police in our neighborhood.
We were free.

***

During the weeks I learned through experience rather than school, I rarely spoke with Big or the
other Movement members. They were always in our house stapling picket signs or making calls
to local politicians. Ronnie, however, was excellent company. My life with him was all running
and digging and napping.
But Ronnie was limited. I could pretend to be a dog, but he could not pretend to be a boy.
He could not hug me or respond to my stories about Mom. So around the time we got the notice
for Ronnie’s two-month checkup from the vet, I went back to school to see if I still liked human
interaction.
Everyone at school wanted to know about the crashed station wagon. Did it look like an
accordion? Was Big drunk? What’s it like to have a ghost-mom? Do you have a new mom yet?
One student said, “My dad told me Little got brain damaged during the accident.”
While I intended to talk at school, I realized the world was no place for boys with dead
moms. It was better to be a dog. Ronnie had nothing to fear or miss. His bark kept unwelcomed
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people away. So I barked at the boy. Whenever the other kids talked to me that day, I let my
tongue fall out of my mouth, and I panted.
When Missus started class, I sat on the floor, my legs pulled underneath me in a begging
position. She asked me to get in my seat. I channeled Ronnie and ignored her commands the way
he ignored Big. Missus said nothing to me.
One student said, “When your mom’s dead, they’ll let you get away with anything.”
I stayed on the floor, and Missus spoke about Christopher Columbus. If Big knew I
scratched at the brown carpet of my classroom floor, attempting to burrow, rather than calling
Missus a liar who whitewashed history and celebrated the death of native peoples, he would have
been angry. But Big would only have known the details of my life if he asked.
At the end of the school day, I took some good books from Missus’ shelves, which I
intended to return if and when I ever felt comfortable being a boy again. I walked outside and
opened my mouth in a dog-yawn. According to Breen, dogs yawn to relieve tension and anxiety
– a survival instinct to cope with life’s dangers. I yawned out all my bad thoughts, and I lowered
myself to the sidewalk on all fours. Then I ran. The books in my backpack shifted from side to
side. I thought of myself as a Husky, something with thick, shaggy fur tossing in the wind.

***

One morning after I’d been gone from school long enough for Big to notice that Ronnie and I
slept in each day and came in the house each afternoon for Movement sandwiches only to leave
again, I lay at the top of the stairs listening to the humans on the first floor.
“Preocupado! Preocupado!” Big said.
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Big spoke in Spanish to impress the Mexican dissidents from the steel factory who were
in our house for instructions on how to rise-up.
Earlier that day, I had noticed the floor was covered in papers with pictures of fists and
the words: “WORKERS OF THE WORLD UNITE” – all of which were covered in Ronnie’s
dusty paw prints. From my perch, I heard Ronnie thrashing and growling for Big’s attention.
“Muy importante,” Big yelled. He wanted me to take Ronnie out. It seemed he only
spoke to me when Ronnie was in his way. I still liked the attention.
“He just wants scratches,” I said.
“Take him out,” Big said.
“How do you say that in Spanish?” I said.
“Take him out,” he said, again.
I went downstairs, and before I put the leash on Ronnie’s collar, I whispered, “You have
all the answers.”
Mom used to say, “You have all the answers” and sigh whenever Big thought he knew
better than her. Once Mom helped me read To Kill A Mockingbird. I liked it because the father
worked and came home for dinner. He called his children by their names. It was nice. Big didn’t
care that I liked the story; he didn’t even ask why I did. He told Mom it was wrong for me to
read a patriarchal father-tale. He also told Mom it was a story about white men in a “messianic
role.” But Big was wrong, as he normally was, when he argued with Mom. A woman wrote To
Kill A Mockingbird. Even I knew that. Big explained that he was making a point about
“dominant culture.” He said Harper Lee’s sex was irrelevant.
Mom told him, “You have all the answers.” Mom and I reread the book.
I liked being like Mom. It was my favorite part of being human.
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“What did you say?” Big said to me.
“Basta,” I said.
The dissidents laughed. I buckled the leash, and Ronnie dragged me outside. A
greyhound can reach speeds of seventy miles per hour on the racetrack. I am a boy. I do not have
a speedometer. But I know we ran fast enough that the whole neighborhood, its houses, looked
like a streak of gray concrete.
When Ronnie and I reached the stop sign at the end of the block, the world came back
into focus, and I noticed Harvey and Harmon, twin brothers who I played with before becoming
a most-of-the-time dog. Harvey and Harmon played with yellow Tonka trucks and garden tools
in their front yard. They came to Movement functions for “the fun of it.” They weren’t
vegetarians like our family. Whenever we played in their front yard, before Mom died, Harmon,
Harvey, and I would dig out the dirt between the thick roots of their maple tree, and they’d peel
off the crispy part of Chicken McNuggets for me. “That’s the vegetarian part,” they’d say. Nice
boys.
I paused, stood fully erect, and watched the twins.
“We’re playing pickup dirt, Jamie!” Harmon said.
I opened my mouth to say, “Let me ask my mom if I can play.” I couldn’t ask her
anything anymore. So I stopped myself from hurting. I howled and ran while Ronnie sniffed and
snorted at the ground, intent on finding something in the far distance. The average dog has twohundred-and-fifty smell receptors. I have only fifty, so I trusted Ronnie’s nose.
We ran for more than twenty blocks. I needed a panting break. When we stopped, I
turned in a complete circle and noticed that the houses had evolved from the ramshackle
neighborhood I lived in to a rich one I’d never seen before. Every house was fenced in, and gates
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blocked the driveways. A few yards from me, I noticed Ronnie smelling a black iron fence that
formed the perimeter of a big brick home.
Ronnie howled “arroooooooooooooooos,” but I was speechless. Standing outside all
those fences that day, I experienced a sensation: “unwelcome.” I’d been rolling around with
Ronnie for days, bathing only when I chose. Both of us looked used, like the stretched-out and
sweat-stained clothes at the Goodwill.
After Ronnie’s endless howls, a man opened the front door of the brick home Ronnie
sniffed around. His face and hair were just as shiny and gold as his doorknob.
“Percy?” he said.
“Nope,” I said. “My name —”
Ronnie jumped, all four pads off the ground. He never took his eyes off the man.
“Oh my dear Lord almighty, if it isn’t my Percy,” he said. He unlocked the gate, and
back-and-forth, back-and-forth, Ronnie ran inside the fenced yard.
I told Ronnie to stop, that people in that neighborhood didn’t want us there.
About that same time, the man reached to shake my hand.
“I didn’t catch your name,” the man said.
From the time I was very little, Big told me to never give police, strangers, druggists, or
politicians your real name. Once they have your name, they own you.
“I’m Jamie,” I said.
That’s when the man told me his name was Statesman Victor Baker, but I could call him
Vic. He handed me a pocket Constitution with his picture on the cover, and he shook my hand.
It was the first time I’d been touched by a human since Mom’s funeral.
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He told me Ronnie was actually Percy, that he was so pleased to have his dog back. I told
him we followed Ronnie’s nose because he caused chaos in the house, knocking pamphlets over,
disturbing the Movement.
“All dogs know where home is,” Vic said. Then he pinned an enamel American flag on
my red-popsicle-stained shirt and gave me a five-dollar bill for “being noble.”
All three of us, including Ronnie, got into Vic’s Cadillac.
“My house is much smaller than yours,” I said. “I’ll show you when you drop us off.”
As we drove, I started to see the houses that looked more like my own again and knew
that I was almost home. Ronnie and I would be free to pee on the hostas. Nap from the
adventure. But Vic made a right turn where I said go left.
“I need to stop by a luncheon for my constituents,” he said. “You hungry?”
Within a few minutes, Ronnie and I were eating marshmallow salads and fried chicken (I
only ate the crunchy part) cooked by the Republican Ladies for Liberty who listened to Vic talk
about the “need for limited government.”
The Movement politicked differently.
“Would you like to join the Revolution?” was the first question Big and the Movement
asked. I remember when Big made me ask the question for the first time. Big placed his hands on
my shoulders, and Mom waited with our supplies (sandwiches and boxes of pamphlets titled
“THE TRUTH”) in the station wagon, the same one she died in.
“You can do this, Little,” Big said.
I knocked three times, held out a pamphlet, and told the lady who answered what I had to
say. She puffed on her cigarette and said, “I think I can wait.”
Big smiled a jackpot grin.
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“Little, you did it!”
“But she didn’t join,” I said.
“The journey toward Revolution is long,” Big said. “It takes time for people to come
around.”
I thought of that while I ate the fried part off the chicken leg and fed Ronnie the meat.
Vic told the ladies how beautiful the picnic spread was and said, “The only thing more beautiful
is American democracy, the pride of small business owners.” Then he pointed at me. “This fine
American hero brought my Percy back to me. His act was noble, and he took personal
responsibility by realizing that he had something that belonged to someone else.”
When Ronnie would roll on his back and I would scratch his stomach, he’d kick his leg in
circles. That’s how I felt when Vic pointed at me, called me noble.
When the meeting ended, the Republican ladies loaded up a box of foil-wrapped food.
“Take this home to your family, Precious,” one of the ladies said.
“Oh, no. It’s ‘Jamie,’” I said. “And we don’t eat meat.”
“God bless you, and God bless America,” she said and handed me the chicken.
Back in the Cadillac, Vic questioned me.
“What did you think of that, son?”
“Really liked the crispy part,” I said. “Ronnie liked the chicken.”
I told him his speech was different than what I was used to.
“Are you from a family of Democrats?” he said.
I didn’t know what that meant, so I explained: “I only have a dad now. But we are
Movement people. We’re going to bring the Revolution. My mom died not long ago. She and my
dad were joking about playing a communist tape or a music cassette. Then we wrecked. I got
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Ronnie because my mom died. We used to deliver sandwiches to hungry neighbors. Mom would
pack hot apple cider in a thermos that we would drink in the car as we drove from neighborhood
to neighborhood. Dad said sweet things back then, like, ‘your hair looks nice the way you’ve
made it poofy.’ He used to talk to me, too.” Then I cried. “Sorry, I haven’t been human for a
while.”
Vic told me that all things happen for a reason, and he would pray for me.
When we reached my house, I grabbed Ronnie’s leash, and said, “You can come see him
any time you want.”
But Vic said Ronnie was going to stay Percy. He was grateful I brought him “home.” I
could come see Percy if I called ahead.
Standing outside Vic’s Cadillac, I watched Ronnie jump up from the seat and lick the
window. I waited on the sidewalk and hoped Big would come out. When he didn’t, I went to my
room and smelled the blanket Ronnie slept on. My sensation then: Nothing lasts forever.

***

With Ronnie gone, I started acting like a boy again. I could not be a pack animal without a mate.
I went back to eating with my hands. I drank out of glasses. I spoke English instead of dog. But I
still rarely showered.
Whenever I got bored, I cracked my bedroom door open and listened for Big, the sounds
he made, the words he spoke, the way he shuffled his feet when he edited pamphlets while
circling the dining room. These noises were all I had.
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“We need original cover art for the Feast of the Bolsheviks pamphlets,” he said one day,
weeks after Ronnie was gone. Months after Mom died.
We didn’t celebrate Thanksgiving like most of my friends. Big said their parents were to
blame; the kids didn’t know what they were doing when they passed around their genetically
modified turkeys and celebrated genocide. Instead, we held the Feast of the Bolsheviks at our
house – a meatless celebration of working people. We’d pass around fried tofu, eggplant
casserole, and plates of kraut-filled pierogi. Old Movement members would tell stories of picket
lines and victories, and those who responded to the leaflets and came for a free meal might
decide to join the Revolution. I mainly enjoyed the zucchini fries and all the voices in the house.
That same night, when all the Movement members had gone home or pulled out a cot to
sleep on, I walked in on Big dusting Mom’s cassette shelf. The gap created by the Laura
Branigan tape’s absence had been filled with a new Laura Branigan tape, still in the plastic.
I handed him my original artwork that I made during my Ronnie-free hours. “For the
Feast leaflets,” I said.
He examined it. “It needs a clearer message, Little.”
It was a picture of Ronnie holding hands with a boy holding hands with a dolphin holding
hands with a girl holding hands with a rabbit.
“It means we’re all together,” I said.
I looked at the empty armchair where Mom once sat. Big looked beside me at the patch
of floor where Ronnie should have been.
“He remembered he had another home,” I said.
“I didn’t realize he had gone,” Big said.
I told him about Vic.
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“Victor Baker?” he said. “The Republican?”
“How’d you know?” I said.
“Politics,” he said.

***

The next day, Movement members came to our house to prepare the leaflets with my artwork.
Some came to cut and prepare food. Usually, Big did this, but this year, he strategized how to get
Ronnie back. He mentioned writing a leaflet, putting it under car windshield wipers all around
the city: “ANTI-LABOR REPUBLICAN STEALS BOY’S BEST FRIEND AFTER BOY’S
MOTHER DIED IN CAR CRASH.” But when he thought about it, he found it “too indirect.”
Then he grinned and said, “Operation Ronnie Retrieval.” That night, Big dressed me in black,
and we loaded into the station wagon.
“We’ve picketed outside that bastard’s house before,” Big said. “Why didn’t you tell me
he took your dog earlier?”
“You never asked,” I said.
As we drove, I noticed how the blackness of night swallowed up all the homes in our
neighborhood.
“I can’t tell where one neighborhood ends and the other begins,” I said.
“The night does not discriminate,” he said.
When we reached Vic’s home Big parked and told me to stay. He popped the hatch of our
station wagon, and the night air blew into the car. I shivered and watched as he collected a set of
bolt cutters and made his way to the fence.
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During the drive, Big felt real to me again. He spoke to me about my life. He wanted me
to have my dog back. But as he shut the hatch door, I felt the quiet loneliness of our world as
widower and orphan again. I wondered if Mom was also alone in a station wagon, parked on
some street that the living could never find. I hummed to the tune of “Gloria, you’re always on
the run now.” I missed her.
In the middle of my singing, Big opened the rear hatch and Ronnie jumped in. His red,
white, and blue nametag printed with the name “PERCY” jangled as he licked my face.
“You smell lonely, Ronnie,” I said.
“We’ve got your dog, Jamie,” Big said.
All the way home Big shouted about how he just ruined the life of an anti-labor activist
by stealing his dog back. I bathed in dog kisses. And Big turned the radio on to a music station.

***

The next morning, for the Feast of the Bolsheviks, I thought about showering. I wasn’t sure if the
Big who paid attention to me and cut his way into Vic’s fence would continue to let me in to his
life. Maybe the night before was only for politics.
Before going downstairs, I looked at my hair in the mirror. I hadn’t had a cut since before
the accident. From beneath the sink, I collected one of Mom’s cans of Aqua Net and bunched my
hair into two big spikes. I sprayed and coughed and coughed and sprayed until I had two dogears. I remembered that just before the wreck, Mom danced with her shoulders, but her hair did
not move. Her hair was as big as the globe Big kept in the study. She always smelled like Aqua
Net. I smelled just like my mom that day.
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The nice, chemical smell of the hairspray eventually subsided. Standing at the top of the
stairs, I sniffed and smelled tofu tod and heard the breaded zucchini crackle in the pot of oil.
Movement members filled the house with hustle and conversation.
Ronnie descended the stairs first. Then I crawled down the steps too. When I made it to
the bottom, I peeked around the corner of the railing and saw Big dusting Mom’s stereo and
cassette organizer. His lips moved, and I wondered if he was singing.
He saw me. “I think we need some music,” Big said. Operation Ronnie Rescue wasn’t
politics. It was something more permanent.
I stood up and ran to Mom’s recliner and her cassette player. Big asked me to pick one. I
didn’t have to look. My hands had memorized the placement of each cassette. I picked out The
Pretenders, and Big popped open the cassette player and inserted the tape – the sensation, the
sound, of clicky-clacky plastic against plastic and then music.
Kid my only kid
You look so small you've gone so quiet
I know you know what I'm about
I won't deny it
But you forgive though you don't understand
You've turned your head
You've dropped by hand
We danced with feather dusters and brooms, tidying to the beat. Each thing we
straightened, Ronnie made crooked, nudging it with his nose or hitting it with his nub of a tail.
Big patted Ronnie and scratched behind his ears until his eyes looked in the same direction.
People called for Big – something about police brutality and vegetable oil.
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“I’m busy,” he said. He turned the music up, and all of the noises, the calls from
Movement members, the talk of politics was washed out by guitar, percussion. Ronnie ran to the
door and scratched – needing to pee. Big said, “Take care of our dog,” and Ronnie and I ran to
the street. Ronnie went to the hostas, but I smashed into the leaves the neighbors swept into piles
for me. In the distance I heard Harvey and Harmon pretending to be the engines and exhausts of
Tonka trucks.
I walked towards them and smoothed my hair into a boy’s hairstyle. I pulled my hands
down and noticed the smell of Mom on my fingers and palms. When I got to Harmon and
Harvey’s yard, I officially introduced them to Ronnie in English rather than bark. While they
played with him, I loaded the back of a dump truck with gravel and dirt. Harvey pulled out a
Barbie that he had buried with one of his garden tools.
“What should we name her,” Harvey asked. “She’s a truck driver.”
“‘Gloria’ is a nice name,” I said.
I pushed the yellow dump truck with Gloria in the driver’s seat, and I looked at Ronnie.
Then I invited Harmon and Harvey to my house. I said Big cooked a lot of food for the Feast of
the Bolsheviks. We left the trucks behind. Gloria, too. And we walked side-by-side as Ronnie
ran ahead.
When we got to the feast, Big poured us all cups of hot apple cider. Harmon and Harvey
played guest disc jockeys. Big danced with his shoulders and never moved his legs or hips.
Ronnie, who chewed the chair leg for most of the evening, snored at Big’s feet. And as
Harmon and Harvey screamed choruses of “whip it – whip it good,” Big scooped me up from the
floor. Then he put me on his knee and kissed the back of my neck.
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That night, when everyone was gone, he tucked me into bed and handed me a present
wrapped in old newspaper. It was a journal. My name, “JAMIE,” was printed in gold lettering in
the corner. Before I fell asleep that night, I wrote I was thankful for the tofu tod and the dancing,
Ronnie’s snores and the way Big kissed the back of my neck. I tried to explain these feelings:
“Different but some the same.”
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Jesus Boy

Swaddling Cloth
At the close of October, a young mother pinned a handwritten note to a pleat near her pregnant
belly: “HE IS TO BE NAMED DESHAWN JOSEPH JONES. THIS WAS MY CHOICE.” She
smiled as she stepped off of the washing machine in the basement of her Detroit apartment
building, a noose tied round her neck, her stillborn baby inside her. The white rope of the noose,
like a string of pearls, complemented the chartreuse maternity dress she wore for the occasion.
She twirled like a dancer in the center of a jewelry box, her beaded flats dangling en pointe, as
her body forced itself into labor, delivering her dead baby.
Sounds of rope rubbing against pipe, a few attempted gasps, and ripping noises beneath
her chartreuse dress filled the basement laundry room. Deshawn dangled from the umbilical cord
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while his mother slowly turned in the air. An amethyst infant, he was not the color of any boy the
world had ever seen, death having modified his shade. But only moments after passing through
his mother into the musty air of the basement, after his tiny head bumped against the inside of his
mother’s calves, Deshawn twitched. First his fingers, then his nose, followed by his legs, the
energy of rebirth traveling through his body. He woke from death, and through purple lips he
drew his first breath.
When Deshawn’s mother was a little girl with erect braids tied off with bright beads, she
stood in the archway of her grandmother’s flat, her hands placed on her hips. Into the adjoining
kitchen she yelled: “Grandma, if you don’t shut the door, we are gonna be eaten to death by
flies.”
The girl’s grandmother stood over a boiling pot. “It’s July, girl! I am not going to shut
this place up and let us bake to death. You’re going to have to live with it.”
“Live with it,” she said under her breath, quiet enough that the buzzing flies that flew
through the apartment windows and door were louder than her voice. “Live with it,” she said,
again.
Several flies landed on the archway, and the girl slapped three of them with her bare
hand.
“Live with that,” she said and smeared the remains off of her palm, onto her
grandmother’s wall.
“Girl, you need to use a flyswatter,” her grandmother said, having turned around, no
longer paying attention to the stove. “Now clean that mess up.”
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The girl said she would wash her hands and whispered, “When I want to.” Instead of
scrubbing her hands clean, she counted the dead flies that amassed on the windowsill. “Grandma,
this is gross as get-out.” She counted twenty dead flies. “We’ve got flies everywhere.”
“If you don’t like it, do something about it,” her grandmother said. “But clean your
hands, now. Put on gloves if you’re gonna mess around with dead things. I’m not raising you to
be a filthy thing.”
The girl ignored her grandmother. “Whole pile of nothing but nasty,” she said, brushing
all the flies off the sill with her uncovered hand.
“What did you just do?” her grandmother said, and hurried, knocked the goulash spoon
out of the pot and to the floor. “I told you not to be touching dead things with your bare hands.”
“Shoulda cleaned up the place yourself,” the girl said.
“I’ll deal with that sass of yours later,” the grandmother said, and she grabbed the girl by
the arm, but the girl didn’t budge. She fixed her eyes on the porch where the once living pests
had scattered across the deck boards. The dead flies rattled with a slow, electric buzz – the pulse
of creation. The wings and silica and legs and guts and skin moved back together. All twenty
rattled back to life and flew into the apartment, faster than ever before.
“Jesus, what’s happening,” the girl screamed.
“You get the Lord out of your mouth,” her grandmother said. “Now, why did you think I
told you to use a swatter? Wash your hands? Put on gloves?”
The girl trembled, and her grandmother rocked her, cradling her sweaty head in her lap,
wiping the sweat from her forehead.
“Now don’t you be frightened,” her grandmother said. Then she explained how their
touch worked so beautifully, so darkly. “Imagine there’s a cat that’s killed every bird around, and
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you hold its neck tight until it squelches and writhes and takes its last breath. It’s sad, but that cat
did kill every songbird on the street. Then you go to the alley where someone driving all drunkand-no-good hit your little beagle-boy, and you rub on his side with the same hands you used to
strangle that bird-killing cat. You wait a minute and your dog comes back to life. He’s a little
different after that, a little hungrier than he used to be, eating dog food, and garbage, and
gobbling up the ground – I’m talking eating dirt. But he’s alive.”
“Jesus,” the girl said. “Was that you who killed the cat, Grandma?”
“You watch that mouth,” she said. “What I’m trying to say to you is sometimes the same
hand that takes a life can make it. We’ve got those hands, that skin. If we kill something, we can
touch a dead thing and bring it back to life. It’s that simple. But it’s best if you just avoid taking
and making.” She never spoke of it again.
Years later, when the doctor told Deshawn’s mother that her baby was dead inside her,
she knew how to change his fate and hers. Through taking her own life, and his passing through
her, touching her flesh, she could perform her final resurrection.
On the basement floor, the detached placenta covered the newly born baby. For the rest
of his life, he carried the remnants of his death and the story of his birth in his purple skin.
Within an hour of Deshawn’s birth, one of the tenants who “just about had enough of that
screaming” followed her headache to the basement where, according to police reports, she “saw
this angel in a green dress watching over this little purple alien sleeping underneath a jellyfish.”
When police arrived, Deshawn lay on the floor, squiggling and crying beneath the
swaddling cloth of his mother’s placenta, his pliable body unharmed by the concrete floor.

***
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Becoming Mom-Nan’s
Mom-Nan stood with her feet shoulder-width apart, allowing the breeze to blow up her floral
dress as she stood on the sidewalk, waiting for her newest ward: four-year-old Deshawn Joseph
Jones. Her frame was long and lean and seemed to hold her dress up like tent poles.

In a letter to Mom-Nan, Agency Lady wrote Deshawn was “unlike any child who has
come to the Agency. I’m sure he’ll find your home welcoming and warm, just as all others
have.” Agency Lady did not send a picture.
Jesus Boy, as Mom-Nan would eventually call Deshawn on account of his ability to
resurrect dead things, a power which would manifest itself by spring of his first year in MomNan’s home, would be the eighth foster child the sixty-year-old would raise. Given the width of
her stance, most assumed she birthed each of the seven boys whose faces stared out from frames
that lined her duplex stairway: Carter. Lamonté. Tyrone. Drew. Markez. Zeke. Julius. Or as she
called them, with tremendous affection, Numbers 1 through 7.
Most, including Numbers 1 through 7, did not know her floor length sack-dresses and
“clod-hopper boots” hid the two prosthetic legs that replaced what diabetes took away. She had
previously worked at West Side Greenery as a greenhouse assistant and nourished a special
interest in petunias, zinnias, and hollyhocks “because I can plant those suckers in trash piles and
rotten soil and they’re gonna grow anyway.”
But some sores that collected on her scraped knees and legs from hauling bushes and
small trees festered and turned gangrene, her skin blistering and falling off. Mom-Nan had no
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choice but to remove her legs, which left her no choice but to foster children whom she helped
grow, just like the plants in the greenhouse. The money was also beneficial.
While Mom-Nan stood in the dusty air outside her home waiting for Number 8, fouryear-old Deshawn had a conversation with Agency Lady inside the sedan she transported him in.
“What factors did you consider when placing me here?” Deshawn said.
“Well, we don’t really rely on factors. We try to find a good fit,” she said.
Deshawn fussed with the top button of his cardigan and straightened his bowtie.
“No offense, Ma’am, but it seems like the Detroit News’ editorial board isn’t far off its
mark in its incessant criticism of the Agency’s practices of placing children with unfit parents.”
Glancing in the rearview mirror, Agency Lady caught sight of Deshawn’s bulbous eyes.
“Oh there’s no need for alarm, honey,” she said.
“I’m fine,” he said.
Deshawn looked permanently excited due to his lack of eyelids, a condition caused by the
fact that he was dead inside his mother’s womb at the time his eyelids should have developed.
To protect his lidless eyes, he wore plastic worker’s goggles. Even in resurrection, some things
cannot be made whole.
When Agency Lady finally reached Mom-Nan’s sea-foam-green duplex, Deshawn
pressed his face to the window and looked out toward Mom-Nan who opened her arms and
yelled, “Come on boy!”
“This is Nan Johnson,” Agency Lady said as she handed Deshawn his “suitcase,” a
grocery bag containing his moistening eye drops; goggles for keeping dirt, dust, and bugs out of
his eyes; his three knit ties and two bowties; and a copy of Roald Dahl’s Matilda.
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He reached out to shake Mom-Nan’s hand with his purple palm. “It’s truly a pleasure,”
he said.
Mom-Nan’s scream was robust. She was a tugboat stuck in the body of a life raft. “Is that
boy breathing right? He’s purple.”
She reached out to Deshawn and knocked his underfed frame to the left and right trying
to get a good feel of his purple skin, checking for warmth, for pulse, for possible hives or a rash.
Deshawn looked up at Mom-Nan with his large eyes, the size of giant un-licked
jawbreakers, peering up at her through the goggles. “I’m purple. That’s all. They found me this
way,” Deshawn said, answering questions he’d been asked since he could speak in full sentences
at eight months old. “I’m not contagious. I’m not an alien. And I’m not a painted midget. My
name’s Deshawn Joseph Jones, and I’ve come to be your ward.”
Deshawn walked toward Mom-Nan’s door and looked down at the dying petunia plants
that looked as skeletal as the houses he and Agency Lady passed on their drive.
“I’m going inside now,” he said. “I need to put my drops in before my eyes dry out. Feel
free to chat as long as you need.” And just before opening Mom-Nan’s door for the first time, he
commented, “Speaking of dry – you might want to water those flowers if you want them to live.”
He pointed to the desert of a front yard, mums and shrubbery the color of camels and sand.
“Full of sass is what you are,” Mom-Nan said as the door swung shut. She and Agency
Lady stood together in the dust bowl of her Detroit neighborhood discussing minor details of the
procurement of a talkative, purple four-year-old.

***
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Numbers 1 through 7
On his first night in Mom-Nan’s house, Deshawn dressed in a pair of mismatched pajamas. The
top was too long. The bottoms, too short. And each belonged to a different set. She had
purchased matching pajamas for him from the closest Salvation Army – a bus ride, one transfer,
and four blocks of walking away.
“Boy, what in the name of the ever-loving Lord do you have on?” she said.
“I prefer it this way,” he said, referring to the mallard print top and the Superman print
bottoms. “You seemed to have selected coordinating clothing, but I feel most comfortable in this
outfit. Now, if you don’t mind, I’d rather talk about other things.”
He leaned back onto the couch and petted Stevie Wonder, Mom-Nan’s housedog, a corgiChihuahua mix who was known for dancing to “Fingertips Part II,” barking when the human
Stevie shouted, “Let me hear you say, yeah!” In Deshawn’s presence, Stevie was all slobbers and
licks – tasting as much of Deshawn’s purple skin as possible.
Deshawn applied some eye drops, crossed his legs like he had seen Phil Donahue do on
the Agency TV, and looked back at Mom-Nan. “Tell me about yourself, please.”
Numbers 1 through 7 all asked questions like, “You got any ice cream?” and “Will I still
be able to see my dad?” on their first meeting with their foster mother. So it took Mom-Nan a
few moments to answer.
“Well, my name’s Nan,” she said. “Mom-Nan to you. Nan’s not short for anything. It’s
all there is.”
“What else?” he asked.
Stevie craned his neck for a throat-scratch, and Deshawn obliged, his purple fingers
looking like berry stains on Stevie’s cream canvas.
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“‘What else?’ What do you mean?” Mom-Nan asked, and she rubbed the space where her
stumps met her prosthetics – making sure to rub only the outside of her dress. “Didn’t they tell
you I don’t like sass?”
“No,” Deshawn said. “But you did earlier when I first walked into the house.”
“Boy,” she said, and then she moaned. A blister that formed while she waited for
Deshawn on her front sidewalk popped. Stevie’s ears perked up, and Deshawn stood.
“You seem like you’re in horrific pain,” he said. “Do you need medical attention?”
“Just a blister’s all,” she said, and attempted to divert his attention by asking if he
wanted any crackers and milk.
“No, thanks,” he said, followed instantly by, “If I’m supposed to live here, I’d like to
know something about you. For all I know, you’re a murderer, a petty thief, or just boring. And
I’ll let you know right now I’d prefer a murdering bank robber to boring.”
“Well then get on it,” she said, massaging her nubs. “Ask what you want to know.”
“Agency Lady said we should ‘make our best efforts to get acquainted early on to form a
tight bond.’ And I’d like to make this a smooth transition for both of us. The better the
beginning, the more longevity our relationship will have.”
Deshawn had no beginning – not that he knew. No one within the Agency knew anything
of how he had entered the world, so the miracle of his purple skin was rendered a malady and the
power within his own touch was unknown. As such, he was fascinated with others’ genesis
stories.
“Well, I suppose I’m in the business of raising other people’s children,” she said, and she
pointed to the frames on the wall. Young boys and older boys, some in graduation caps, and
others on prom dates, lined one entire wall.
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“I already knew that,” Deshawn said. “Agency Lady explained it to me on the drive.”
“You sure you don’t want milk?” she said.
“No, thanks,” he said. “I guess I’m just looking for something deeper. I was hoping you
might be that person.”
He collected himself, gave Stevie one last fur-tussle, and walked in the direction of the
bedroom Mom-Nan prepared for him.
“Wait,” she said. “See those?” She pointed to the many frames beside Deshawn. “Those
are pictures of my favorite flowers. That pink one’s a petunia, and that one that looks like cotton
candy is a hydrangea. Those little purple things are asters. I used to grow those before I started
fostering. But this ground, nothing lives in it. Not even roaches.”
All the talk of flowers gave Mom-Nan a “case of the shakes,” body tremors associated
with happiness. And the shakes caused her already loosened legs to become even looser. One fell
into the other, and both fell to the floor beneath the hem of her dress. The secret she had kept
from Numbers 1 through 7 had revealed itself to 8 out of joy.
“Well, there goes my legs,” she said. She laughed, and as embarrassment crept into her
pigmentation, she looked at the strangely colored boy before her. It is difficult to be embarrassed
by a disability in front of one who unintentionally wears his story for the all the world to see.
Deshawn’s black pupils dilated. “I’m going to like it here,” he said. He made his way
from the couch to Mom-Nan’s legs, picked them up off the floor, laid them on her lap, and took
her hand in his own and kissed it goodnight.

***
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Deshawn the Creator
Deshawn turned five in Mom-Nan’s duplex. They decorated with birthday balloons, Jack-OLanterns, and paper cutouts of skulls and black cats. Numbers 1 through 7 served as Mom-Nan’s
legs, going from-second hand shops to refuse sales to get Deshawn’s gifts: Detroit real estate
magazines from the year of his birth (“I want to know what life was like when I came into
being,” he said), Horticulture Through the Ages (“Finding common hobbies will benefit the bond
between us,” he said), and four True Crime magazines (“Sometimes I have the urge to take a
life,” he said when talking to himself at night).
By the end of the party, whipped icing covered the corners of Deshawn’s mouth, giving
him the appearance of a sugar-frosted red grape. In that moment, she and he were unaware of
how these books, combined with his talents for creating life, would alter their existences.
In April, spring came to Mom-Nan’s street. The dirt wasn’t as dusty. But the earth was
still lifeless, save for the weeds, as it had been in winter. The two stared out to the chicken-wireframed backyard. Dying grasses covered the soil in sparse patches that looked like a balding
man’s head – erratic, without pattern. But weeds did grow thick and hearty like a good head of
hair, especially around the edges of the chicken-wire fence. These were not worthy weeds like
pink clovers or lavender wild vetch. These were dogfennel and dandelions, which defiantly
populated the yard with “nastiness – pure, ugly nastiness,” Mom-Nan said.
Deshawn stared at the backyard while Mom-Nan whispered, “Hopeless. Hopeless.” In
that moment, all of his horticultural readings turned into a plan. He snapped his fingers and
turned away from the screen door in a twirl. Stevie ran to his feet.
“Here’s what we need,” he said. “A pitcher of lemonade, and two good pairs of garden
gloves.”
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Deshawn ran for the backyard, and Stevie pranced around his bare, purple heels. MomNan watched on, and yelled, “Boy, put some shoes on! Shoes, shoes, shoes, shoes, shoes, I said
shoes.”
But he and Stevie walked the perimeter of the yard anyway.
“SHOES,” Mom-Nan said.
He paused, planting his purple feet into the dry earth. He muttered numbers under his
breath. “Based on my calculations,” he said, “we will need at least eight twenty-pound bags of
topsoil to cover the arid dirt that comprises the backyard, and then we can plant grass seed.”
“Boy,” Mom-Nan said, “who do you think we are? Lemonade? Topsoil? We’re
lemonless and carless.”
Then she told him that they both had hands and lots of weeds that, together, they could
kill in one afternoon. In accordance with Mom-Nan’s weed-killing list, Deshawn gathered two
wide-brimmed lady’s hats, a pair of garden gloves she kept from her days at the greenhouse, a
pair of stained socks for Deshawn to use as his own gloves, and two cold Sunny-Ds.
Mom-Nan’s legs sat by the stoop as she moved about on her stumps picking weeds that
had grown up through the chicken-wire just as they had through her dreams of a beautiful
backyard. She was top-heavy, like a skyscraper on toothpicks, so bending over atop metal legs to
pick weeds was dangerous. Instead, she moved about in the dirt.
“Feels good, boy! It feels good!” she said. “I should have come out here and killed these
suckers years ago.”
But Deshawn moved slowly. The fingerless nature of the socks made it difficult for him
to grasp the weeds.
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“You’re moving slow, boy,” she said. Weeds she threw into the air rained down upon
Stevie, who rolled in dirt and dead plants.
“You’ve got gloves,” Deshawn said. “I have a poor substitute. Who ever heard of lawn
work with sock-mittens?”
Deshawn ripped off the socks and began gathering plants with his bare hands. Leaf after
leaf, and root after root, he worked quickly, amassing piles of carnage. Needing a break, he took
a sip of Sunny-D and walked to the center of the yard.
“If I’m out here working leg-less and not taking a break,” she said, “a five-year-old with
all his parts doesn’t need a break.”
“Hush,” Deshawn said.
“What’d I tell you about that sass, boy?” Mom-Nan said.
“Also,” Deshawn said, “I don’t have eyelids.”
“Eyelids and legs aren’t the same thing and you know it, you little piss ant,” she said.
He grinned for only a moment as he tipped the wide-brimmed hat, hiding his face,
covering his eyes from the sun.
Deshawn lowered his back to the ground and made dust angels atop the dying grass. His
weed-stained palms, sweaty forearms, and dirty digits rubbed the dead grass around him. Dirt
dusted up in plumes, and the yellow grass that made contact with his skin turned green. Where it
was brittle before, it was now juicy, new, filled with water and life. A defiant jungle took root.
Just like his mother before him, who resurrected her dead baby with the taking of her life, his
lifeless body touching hers as she birthed him, Deshawn took the lives of hundreds of weeds, and
in turn, resurrected the hopeless yard through his touch.
“What are you doing?” Mom-Nan said.
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“Making dirt angels,” he said from beneath the hat.
“Look at me when you talk, boy,” Mom-Nan said. “I can’t hear you unless I see your
mouth moving.”
“I apologize, but that doesn’t make any sense,” he said.
For the first time in Deshawn’s life, he appeared a natural color, brown, his skin coated in
dust from the weed garden. Everywhere his hands touched – an incomplete circle that stopped
mid thigh – was no longer gold and brown. Instead, an arc of green surrounded Deshawn.
“That’s how it’s supposed to be,” Mom-Nan said. “That’s how it’s supposed to look.”
Deshawn stood and stared at the lawn, then at his arms and hands. Tears formed in his
lidless eyes.
“Don’t cry, now,” Mom-Nan said. “You did something beautiful in this yard.”
“I’ve read horticulture books,” he said. “What I have done here isn’t natural.”
She walked on her nubs to Deshawn’s side. “Lay down, baby,” she said, and she
massaged his scalp. “It’s not natural for a lady to walk around on two metal legs, but I do. You
know they make some legs so good that track runners can sprint faster than flesh-and-bonelegged people? That’s not natural. But that doesn’t mean it’s not beautiful.”
He smiled and lifted his goggles. His tear-soaked eyes began to dry.
“You made the dead come back to life,” Mom-Nan said. “You’re just like Jesus, boy. He
wasn’t natural, but he was just what the world needed.”
“Jesus boy,” he said. “Jesus boy.” Without rhythm, he began to dance. He took the
church hat off and threw it like a Frisbee. It crashed upon the newly resurrected lawn, and MomNan repeated, “You’re just like Jesus, boy.”
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***

Living, Breathing Life
The same week Deshawn discovered the touch his mother passed onto him, he sat on the front
stoop of Mom-Nan’s house, squashing ants with his fingers, their exoskeletons crunching
beneath his jabs. All of the stoops on the street lined up, and he could see lot after lot, building
after building. Five homes away, a hornet’s nest dangled from a skinny limb.
“Stevie,” Deshawn said, “I’d like to examine the exoskeletons of those hornets. Let’s see
how they differ from common, black ants.”
Stevie hopped to and walked beside Deshawn, only leaving his side when he needed a
sniff or to leave his mark. The two passed four abandoned homes and came upon the tiny Tudor
with the hornet’s nest.
“Magnificent,” Deshawn said as he peered at the nest. He listened for the rumbling buzz
of the hive. Cars seldom passed on Mom-Nan’s street, so little interfered with his hearing. The
hive, though, was silent. While Deshawn investigated with his ears, Stevie investigated with his
snout and yelped after discovering a pile of dead, poisoned hornets, their stingers still stinging
even after death. Stevie shook his head from left to right, again and again, trying to remove the
few hornets whose dead stingers had lodged in his snout, and Deshawn leaned in, rubbing
beneath Stevie’s chin while plucking out the hornets.
Deshawn tossed each of the dead hornets onto the sidewalk and tended to his dog’s
ballooning muzzle. After a few rubs and a few “I’m sorry, boys,” Deshawn picked up Stevie and
cradled him in his arms. He walked toward home and stopped as the dead hornets began to
move.
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Rattling like toppled windup toys with jittery mechanical appendages still sputtering and
stuttering, the bodies of the hornets shook and vibrated across the sidewalk. Their brown wings
began to flutter – at first slowly, a long pause, and then so rapidly their wings began to hum. The
once-dead hornets rose from the sidewalk and descended upon a red oak across the street, the
dying tulip poplar on the corner. Though they were only three insects, their chews and chomps
could be heard feet away. They bit into bark, turning wood into pulp for a new nest.
“I did that,” Deshawn said to Stevie. “I did that. I did that? I did that!”
He had killed the ants. Then, with the same touch that squashed the life out of the
sidewalk pests that littered the stoop, he touched the hornets stuck to Stevie’s muzzle. He turned
around and stared at the mass grave of all the poisoned hornets. “It doesn’t seem right to allow
them to wither there.” The three hornets he brought back to life would be so lonely, he said,
without the rest of their colony.
“Boy!” Mom-Nan said. Her voice boomed throughout the neighborhood. “You better get
back here, and you better have your shoes on.”
He returned home carrying Stevie. He walked past Mom-Nan when he got home and
pointed at his penny loafers, walked to his headboard library and collected the book on animal
medicine Number 4 purchased for him at a rummage sale, and gave Stevie a Benadryl that he hid
in the center of a vanilla crème cookie. He did not tell Mom-Nan about this side of his Jesus Boy
abilities. Plant life was one thing; living, breathing life, was quite another.
That night Deshawn did not wake Mom-Nan, who had fallen asleep while waiting for her
favorite WWE match to begin. The two had bonded over WWE. “Look at those crazy men
running around in their underwear,” Mom-Nan would say, and she and Deshawn would pass a
bowl of Cheetos as they took sips of Sunny-D (for Deshawn) and Crystal Light (for Mom-Nan).
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Earlier in the week, in the middle of learning who Dr. Jeremy Devereux was going to choose –
orderly Charlotte or Nurse Grace – Mom-Nan yelled “they took my stories!” as the television
went from soap opera to snow. A leak in the water hose they’d used in the resurrected backyard
required her cable money.
“This is not going to fly,” she said about the television. Mom-Nan and Deshawn twisted
wire hangers into whatever shape would best receive a signal. After many trials but even more
errors, she and Deshawn discovered that they got best reception if they leaned one of MomNan’s metal legs against the signal receiver. She could only watch television when she was ready
to rest, as the set-up required the use of one of her appendages.
Mom-Nan slept on the couch cradling a notebook with “BUDGET” written in the middle.
She had Cheetos stains on her fingers. A watered down glass of Sunny-D waited for Deshawn on
the TV tray near his side of the couch.
He woke no one, not even Stevie who slept in a Benadryl stupor at her feet. Instead, he
passed her leg atop the TV and made his way to the street. To an outsider, the empty street might
have looked like someplace people used to live in a bygone era. But for Deshawn, this street was
and would always be his life. After all, this was the street where he found his first family.
What few street lights still worked cast enough light that Deshawn could see the black
ants on the stoop and the empty nest near the end of the street. Deshawn bent over and looked at
the black ants that gave Mom-Nan so many problems: “Those creepy crawlies make it all the
way up my metal legs before I realize I’ve got critters in places reserved for no one but myself. I
just want to see them dead.” Deshawn made a fist, whispered “sorry,” and smashed as many as
he could, the colony scattering for safety.
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With some traces of bug juice still on his palms, Deshawn walked to the neighbor’s lawn.
With precision, he touched hornet after hornet, avoiding stingers as he worked his magic. After a
few moments of silence, the hornets began to trimmer and shake, just as the three from Stevie’s
nose had done earlier. Pulsing and vibrating and shaking, the hornets worked their way out of
death and into life. The swarm took flight latching onto trees, chewing and chomping, and
Deshawn rubbed his hands with great satisfaction. He reunited the entire colony.

***

Nearly Free Flowers
Deshawn stopped walking Stevie in the direction of the hornet’s nest. Chunks of trees that lined
the street were missing, and a hive that had been the size of a honeydew had grown to the size of
a swollen watermelon. The hornets, which once hovered in the air with deliberate speed, now
flew from one side of the road to the other like bottle rockets. It took Deshawn only one hit – a
hornet to the front of his goggles, its surprisingly plump stomach exploding at contact – before
he avoided walks in that direction.
Mom-Nan’s duplex and yard, which had once seemed as big as the whole world to
Deshawn, grew too small for an overly confident boy. One day, he walked to the other corner of
Mom-Nan’s street, which looked out upon what she called “The Fields” – a stretch of the city
where fires, scrappers, and neglect left only empty homes and large, vacant lots.
“What’re you doing at the corner of the road?” Mom-Nan said.
“Think of all the flowers,” he said, and he pointed to The Fields.
“Think of all the money,” she said.
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Mom-Nan explained that they needed inventory before they could begin a business.
“What kind of business are you referring to?” Deshawn asked.
“Flowers, boy,” she said. “I’ll dig up good roots. You’ll kill some weeds and ugly things
then come over and work your magic. Then we’ll have a stockpile.”
“So we are entrepreneurs?” he said.
“Resourceful is what we are,” she said.
Within weeks, there was not an abandoned yard on Mom-Nan’s street Deshawn had not
picked bare. Mom-Nan drew him a map, letting him know what was abandoned and what was
inhabited. With that map in hand, Deshawn went out and thrashed through overgrown grasses
and wildflowers, mangling stems until his palms were more green than purple. He returned home
each day with murder in his palms and fingers. Then he would make his way to a lineup of roots
and dried up seeds, dust-dry fronds of wisteria, all the beautiful things Mom-Nan found as
Deshawn was about thrashing. “They’re ready for your touch,” she would say.
One day in between reading a True Crime magazine and hopscotching on the sidewalk,
Deshawn, having just slaughtered some wild onions, reached for an exposed bulb Mom-Nan dug
up from a long-gone neighbor’s lawn. The bulb was as brown and shriveled as a rotten potato.
He caressed it just as he did Stevie’s back while watching TV with Mom-Nan at night, and like a
bird cracking through an egg, a sprout poked through the bulb, growing into a stem, and then into
a gladiolus. Pink bloom atop pink bloom, climbing toward the sky. He let out a breathy sound of
exuberance, and his hands trembled. Stevie peed on a post and howled. The street was filled with
satisfaction.
“Good work,” Deshawn said to Stevie. Deshawn deposited the fully grown gladiolus on
Mom-Nan’s front sidewalk, checked over his shoulder, lifted his goggles to let out some steam,
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and clicked his tongue at Stevie who followed him as he set out to the road which bordered The
Fields.
But Mom-Nan toddled out of the house and interrupted Deshawn. She carried a sack
filled with painted coffee cans and an arm full of lavender mixed with peonies and daisies. On a
table outside the duplex, she laid her coffee cans, filled them with dirt, and planted resurrected
flowers. All week she rummaged the cans from empty backyards and abandoned basements of
former neighbors’ homes.
Overhead, tied between a locust and a maple, was a homemade banner: “MOM-NAN’S
DISCOUNT FLOWERS AND GREENS – NEARLY FREE!!!!!”
She watched Deshawn, who tipped his hat back to take in the full effect of the sign.
“Now, boy,” she said, “you know you gotta say something out loud cause it’s near
impossible to read your big-eyed reactions. Your stubborn face and your happy face are all the
same from where I’m standing.”
“We’re big-time!” Deshawn said.
“People might not drive into our neighborhood for much,” she said, “but they will for a
good deal.” The neighborhood gas station thrived despite the high risk of carjacking. Urban
maladies were not enough to keep suburban bargain hunters at bay. Number 4 told her “gas in
the burbs is twenty-five cents more a gallon than it is here. Twenty-five cents. That’s big money,
now.”
Numbers 1, 3, and 6 investigated suburban greenhouse prices and reported back to MomNan who set her prices accordingly. If the suburbs had lilacs for thirty, hers were ten. If a petunia
was a dollar-twenty-five out there, hers was fifty cents.
“Cap ‘em at the knees,” she said.
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She was right. Faces that the neighborhood had not seen since Mom-Nan had legs and a
paying job were in her front yard buying bushel after bushel of flowers. They followed the signs
that Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 plastered alongside the highways – “NEARLY FREE
FLOWERS AT MOM-NAN’S!” And for once in Deshawn’s life, he experienced what it would
be like to live in a vibrant neighborhood. He followed the customers, telling them facts like, “Did
you know that Asters have historically symbolized patience?” Also: “Did you know that I am
one of the nearly five-hundred-thousand children in foster care?”
In response, one woman said, “Yes, but how many are as purple and special as you?”
“I’m unaware of statistics based on color,” he said.
He became such a memorable part of Mom-Nan’s business that a small purple cartoon
boy was added to the signs along the highways.
“He’s part of the brand now,” Mom-Nan said.

***

Into The Fields
Thousands of dollars came in over the spring and early summer months. And after calling
Numbers 1 through 7 for a business meeting, Mom-Nan sat at the head of the table and wore her
work hat inside, as it, too, had become part of her brand. Number 3 spent his evenings at the law
library learning how to trademark Mom-Nan’s look.
So much had changed in the lead-up to this meeting. The nights that Deshawn and MomNan spent watching professional wrestling and fighting over who could hold the bowl of Cheetos
while Mom-Nan made jokes about big, bulky men fighting in girl-underwear were replaced by
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Mom-Nan and Deshawn counting that day’s earnings, filling in ledgers. “See, money’s fun too,”
she said. She no longer asked him to tell her about what he was reading “cause I’ve got
customers to tend to. It’s not personal, baby.” She now had two budgets: “PERSONAL” and
“BUSINESS.”
Making up for what he lost with Mom-Nan, Deshawn charmed the family’s customers.
Confusing him for a garden gnome, one customer said to her husband as they browsed
the perennials: “Look at that goggled, bug-eyed, purple thing. Adorable.” When she realized he
was real, she said, “I still think you’re adorable.”
With other customers, Deshawn walked the gardens and discussed the history of flower
names and the bloody details of his True Crime magazine, which Mom-Nan now bought with a
paid subscription.
One elderly woman, who came back each day for one petunia plant at a time, held
Deshawn’s hand and told him about her dead husband. “You’re such a good listener,” she said.
She put him in her will.
“This is really lovely,” he told her, “but I have a family. They’re just preoccupied with
the business.”
Stevie sat on Deshawn’s lap as they waited for the meeting to begin. They no longer
drank Sunny-D, so a sweating pitcher of lemonade, just like the pictures in his gardening books,
sat next to Deshawn who listened to Mom-Nan explain her plan. The family had enough money
to buy a four thousand square-foot home in The Fields, as well as the six vacant lots around it.
“We can expand the business,” she said.
She licked her lips clean of lemonade and asked for a family vote. Mom-Nan and
Numbers 1 through 7 voted “yes” to the business plan, but Deshawn did not participate. He
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petted Stevie instead, and took a drag off of a candy cigarette he purchased with the paltry
income she paid him for “his many services to the family.”
“What’s the problem?” she asked. Her nervous tone reflected an understanding that she
depended on those eggplant digits to make her plan work.
“I’m just choosing to not participate any longer. Call it conscientious objection.”
“Why wouldn’t you want something better, Baby?” she asked.
“Because things changed so quickly, and I think that we really need to reflect on whether
we as a family can sustain these changes. Psychological studies reflect that change is very
difficult for all mammals, especially Homo sapiens.”
“You’re lonely,” she said.
Deshawn crunched his candy cigarette.
“Alright, I’ll make you a deal. You help us expand the business, and I’ll be able to hire
help, call all the shots, spend more time with you.”
And Deshawn cast his vote, “Yea.”
“Is that a yes?” Mom-Nan said.
“Yes,” he said. “It’s an archaic, affirmative answer common in parliamentary procedure.”
“‘Yes’ is just fine for Nearly Free Flowers’ purposes,” she said.
Within months the duplex where so much magic was made sat empty. Numbers 1, 3, and
4 painted the new home, a long-neglected Colonial, the same sea-foam color as the duplex.
Everything was part of the brand, but little was the same.
Deshawn fired off orders to all the Numbers and Mom-Nan. “Fence this in. Till that. Get
dead flowers and rotten seeds to keep costs down. I’ve got the magic.”
“Don’t let that ‘Jesus Boy’ name go to your head,” Mom-Nan said.
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In a private conversation with Stevie, Deshawn explained, “Once we get enough money,
it will be how it was when I first got here. Studies show that there’s an equilibrium once middle
class status is reached. She’ll be content soon.”
But with the expansion came more work for Mom-Nan, more focus on her evolving
empire – a vegetable garden center, a lawn gnome department. “Soon,” she said. “Soon we’ll
have time again.”
So one day while Mom-Nan and the Numbers worked on the house and the greenery,
Deshawn, with Stevie in tow, walked off into the empty lots.
“All they ever want do is talk ‘money-this’ and ‘money-that.’”
Stevie looked up with eyes that begged for petting.
Deshawn ignored the dog’s needs and kicked through the thick brambles and weeds of
the abandoned lots, muttering. The trees that sprouted where city planners once intended yards
and homes provided him cover from the sun, so he tossed away his hat, stomped on it, and
crushed the woven black straw. “I don’t care if this is part of the brand.”
As he kicked about, throwing long-dead leaves and scattering garbage left behind by
transients and strong winds, Stevie sniffed and followed a trail to a rotting pile of fly-covered
rabbits and deer which had been killed by something living in the tall grass beyond the areas of
their exploration. “There’s even more over here!” Deshawn said to Stevie after discovering
another stack of animal bodies. “Groundhogs. Deer. More rabbits.”
Stevie sniffed at a tiny rabbit skeleton, howled, and pointed his snout back towards the
colonial. The clouds and the canopy covered the sun, and the forest turned gray as dusk.
Together, Deshawn and Stevie stood in the animal graveyard, scanning the woods for whatever
was hurting the animals, many the same size as Stevie.
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“This is not a safe place to live,” he said.

***

Going Home
Deshawn returned to the colonial after a day among the fly-infested carcasses. That evening
Agency Lady visited and said it was one of the finest homes she ever visited, referring to all the
handy-work Numbers 1 through 7 had done to gut and renovate. Deshawn only saw the house as
too large, too empty. Mom-Nan saw each room and parlor as success.
“What do you think of it here?” Agency Lady asked Deshawn.
“It’s a fine place to live,” he said, “if you want to die or be eaten by some animal in the
woods.”
Before bed, Deshawn dressed in his pajama top and bottom, a red and green plaid from
the department store. Both parts matched. Mom-Nan handed him an individually wrapped pack
of Cheetos and got ice from the refrigerator dispenser for his nightly beverage. “Stone Cold
going to win?” she asked about that evening’s wrestling match.
“I would like to return to the duplex,” he said. He explained that The Fields weren’t safe,
that they’d focused too much on money.
“We’re safe, baby,” she said. “Nothing’s changed except we’ve got more. We still watch
wrestling,” she said, and she pointed to her big-screen television. “We still have our drinks,” she
said, and she poured orange juice into the ice-filled glass. “We still got Cheetos,” she said, and
fingered her snack-size package.
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Deshawn said goodnight and walked to bed without watching wrestling. Instead, while
Mom-Nan fell asleep to the sounds of chair crashing and pile-drivers, he read his animal book’s
pages on woodland predators. He closed the book, pulled out the luggage Mom-Nan bought him
for when they took their first vacation, and he loaded the wheelie bag with clothes, magazines,
and books. From the kitchen, he collected dog treats and vanilla crèmes for Stevie. And with a
lantern, his luggage, and Stevie, he left the house for the old duplex while Mom-Nan slept, her
head atop a pillow stuffed with down and dollars, her cable television working without the
assistance of her metal legs or coat hangers.
Deshawn’s purple skin blended into the night sky as he walked past NAN’S NEARLY
FREE FLOWERS GARDEN COMPLEX. Stevie’s tail, normally raised toward the sky, pointed
down, and at the slightest noise – a distant click or a snapping branch – the dog jumped.
“You hear that chewing noise?” Deshawn asked Stevie. “Probably just a bunny.”
They made their way to the empty six-lane that separated Deshawn’s old life from his
new one, and they walked in a zigzag, following the erratic pattern of the broken streetlights.
Deshawn crossed four of the six lanes, but Stevie stopped and snarled toward the darkness.
“Come on, now,” he said. “We’re almost home.”
In the street, Stevie lunged into the darkness, growling.
What Deshawn could not see, but could only hear, were the sounds of Stevie gnashing
and snapping at a coyote pup that had trailed them from the moment they stepped outside, the
vanilla crèmes falling out of the unzipped pocket of Deshawn’s luggage. The coyote pup ate the
treats one-by-one, and when there were no more, he followed the boy and the dog, hiding from
them in the shadows.
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Stevie cried a yelp more loudly than he did when one of Mom-Nan’s legs caught one of
his toes.
“Stop it,” Deshawn yelled.
But in the darkness, the coyote pup continued to bite and snarl at Stevie.
The little dog fought back and bit into the coyote’s windpipe, but it wasn’t enough to kill
the pup.
Deshawn left his suitcase in the street and fumbled for his flashlight. With hands that
jittered more than one of his hornets rattling back to life, Deshawn pointed the beam into the
darkness and saw the coyote, its bleeding neck and punctured side, chewing on Stevie’s body.
Wielding his flashlight like a small baseball bat, Deshawn ran into the dark. He clocked the
coyote in the head with the flashlight and wrestled Stevie from the coyote’s mouth. The coyote
fell on its side, panting.
“Let me hear you say, yeah,” Deshawn sang, and tears collected at the bottom of his
goggles.
Stevie did not wiggle, not a toe, not his tail.
“We just wanted to go home,” Deshawn said. Then he placed Stevie’s body on the
ground and kissed his forehead.
He followed the beam of the flashlight to the coyote’s body and choked the animal’s life
out. Deshawn whimpered and rubbed his snotty nose. Then with his hands, Deshawn caressed
Stevie’s back. He kissed his dog’s wet nose. Stevie trembled. His nose wiggled, and his tail
thumped against the pavement. Stevie was reborn.

***
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The Way Things Weren’t
In the short walk from the road where the coyote pup killed Stevie to the sea-foam duplex,
Stevie’s wounds stopped bleeding and healed, but his fur did not grow over the bites.
Once they arrived on the stoop, the familiar hum of the hornets in the distance, Deshawn
climbed through an unlocked window and opened the front door for Stevie, who barked and ran
in circles, exhibiting more enthusiasm than he had in years.
The two went to sleep in Deshawn’s old bedroom beneath the constellation map he drew
for himself as Number 2 held him up to reach the ceiling not long after Deshawn first moved in.
Without curtains on the windows, morning came early to the duplex, and Deshawn reached over
to greet Stevie only to find the dog gone.
During the night, propelled by the pangs of new-life, Stevie ate all of the shag carpet
except for the patch on which Deshawn slept. The dog also ate the corner of the particleboard
door to the room, the linoleum in the kitchen, and part of the aluminum storm door out front.
Deshawn ran to the colonial. As he arrived, four women parked their Buick near the
sidewalk that bordered Mom-Nan’s empire.
One of the women said, “It’s amazing what they’ve been able to do so quickly at the new
house.”
Another asked, “How do you think they did it so quickly?”
The first woman said, “That Nan has a real green thumb.”
As the women approached the newly painted fence that lined the acres of Mom-Nan’s
wonderland, it was impossible not to hear Mom-Nan screaming as she chased resurrected Stevie,
who ate everything in his sight. She still hadn’t gotten used to her new prosthetics, purchased
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with the profits of the first business, so she ran about the yard like a lumbering and drunken
crane, bobbing and hobbling. She tried to stop Stevie, but it was too late. The new food garden
section was tomatoless, cabbageless, carrotless.
The women from the Buick hurried back to their car as Stevie barked and jumped,
belching and gobbling.
“Don’t leave!” Mom-Nan said. “We’re gonna lose the business!” She began to cry.
More customers came and witnessed Mom-Nan’s loose legs send her to the ground as a
feverish Stevie devoured the garden. At the sight of Mom-Nan legless and crying as she hovered
over her begonias to protect “my babies, my babies,” Deshawn walked over to her and collected
her legs.
“Don’t cry, Mom-Nan,” he said.
“What’s wrong with that damned dog?” Mom-Nan asked.
Whenever one of the Numbers tried to get him to stop, like a dog protecting the choicest
bit of scraps or bone, Stevie snarled and scared them away.
“Why’re you afraid of a little dog?” Mom-Nan said.
“Little?” Number 4 said. “He looks like he gained ten pounds of muscle over night.”
Where there had been chub, there was muscle. Where there had been nibbling, there was
chomping.
“He looks great,” Deshawn said. “You should have seen him last night.”
Mom-Nan, still hugging a begonia plant, cried. “This isn’t in the budget,” she said.
Nearly everything Deshawn touched and Mom-Nan tended was gone.
“Maybe we’ll have time to talk about my books and magazines now?” Deshawn said as
he wiped Mom-Nan’s sweat away.
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“Jesus, boy,” she said. It was different than how she said it before. “You want to talk
about books? We’ve lost everything.”
“I don’t see it that way,” Deshawn said.
“That’s because you’re just a child,” Mom-Nan said.
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